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Chapter 1
General Introduction
One of the most important, and delicate, tasks of human hearing is the recognition
of speech. This task usually becomes harder when more disturbing or competing
sounds are present, i.e. under more noisy conditions. Under such conditions much
of the natural redundancy of speech has to be exhausted in order to attain precise
understanding of what was said. Because of the complexity of the speech recognition
task, it is one of the first functions of hearing to suffer from hearing impairment, as well
as it is a function that is still understood insufficiently. For the hearing impaired, noisy
conditions are often quite disastrous, as they are deprived of many cues that normal
hearing listeners can use for speech recognition. The application of hearing aids often
does improve the hearing thresholds, but it often fails to improve speech recognition.
One of the goals of speech perception research is to try and understand this
discrepancy. At present this is still a rather high-strung goal. Much of the research is
still performed on more basic issues with relatively simple stimuli such as speech in
quiet, and isolated speech sounds (isolated vowels and consonants, or simple vowel-
consonant combinations) both in noise and in quiet. Because of the complexity of the
topics, the research on speech perception has produced a number of rivalling models
for the mechanisms behind the ability to distinguish speech and speech-like sounds.
Speech perception research is flanked by more basic, and explicatory, research
using simple stimuli, such as pure tones, narrow and broad noise bands, and two- and
three-tone complexes. In this field many research topics are addressed, such as: signal
detection in noise, intensity and frequency discrimination, masking, pitch and timbre
perception, fatigue, binaural hearing, etc. The present investigation is located in the
gap between the two mentioned research fields, and tries to draw a bridge over this
blank area in our knowledge.
The purpose of this investigation is twofold; first, we wanted to find out what
type and measure of responses are produced by our stimuli, whose complexity lies
between that of pure tones and time-varying complex tones, and second, we wanted
to see what these responses can teach us about hearing in general. Naturally many
interesting and unexpected findings turned up during the project, and because of the
limited time span available to our project not all of these findings could be explored to
the very bottom.
Our investigations were started using relatively simple bandlimited harmonic
complexes, i.e. tones that are composedofanumberofpure tones that are all consecutive
harmonics of the same fundamental. Such tones can be considered as grossly simplified

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vowels from natural speech. From these simple stimuli we gradually worked toward
more natural vowels by increasing the complexity of our stimuli, by extending the
bandwidth, by introducing more complex spectral envelopes, and by using various
phase relations between the components of the stimuli.
A vowel from natural speech consists of a fundamental and a large number of
its harmonics. The relative amplitudes of these harmonics depict the spectral envelope
of the vowel. In this spectral envelope three to five peaks can be recognized, which are
called formants. The frequencies of the first two or three of these formants characterize
the vowel. These formant positions and the fundamental frequency may vary from
vowel to vowel, and also during the pronunciation of a vowel. These changes are typical
of the natural intonationof speech. To simplify our stimuli, and to enablemore accurate
modelling, we used stationary stimuli. For these stimuli we measured the thresholds
for the audibility of changes in the positions of the formants. These thresholds were
expressed as the just-noticeable differences in the center frequencies of the formants.
Such thresholds are an indication of the ability of normal hearing humans to hear
small changes in formants, as they may occur in intonation and in transitions between
vowels.
In the description and modelling of our results a few properties of the human
ear will be addressed repeatedly. The first of these is the frequency analyzing ability
of the ear, that is a consequence of the anatomy and physiology of the inner ear (i.e.
the cochlea). Sounds from our surroundings are received by the outer ear, and they
are transmitted via the tympanic membrane and the ossicles of the middle ear to the
cochlea. This is the organ in which the acoustic energy is actually transformed into the
neural pulses that are received by the brain. The inner ear sensory cells (inner and outer
hair cells) in the organ of Corti are located on the basilar membrane along the cochlear
duct. The apical part of the sensory cells consists of stereocilia, which are in close contact
with the overlying tectorial membrane. When acoustic energy sets these membranes
in motion, the cilia are bent by this movement. This stimulates the hair cells to induce
neural pulses in the auditory nerve, and the sound is detected. At each position along
the length of the cochlea, the membranes resonate at a specific frequency. At the basal
end of the cochlea they resonate for high frequencies, and at the apical end for low
frequencies. In this way, the place along the cochlea where a tone is detected produces
a measure of the frequency of this tone. Because of this place dependency this model
of the auditory function is called the place model. It is an extremely simplified, but
powerful, functional description of the auditory function. When a stimulus consists
of several tones (that are sufficiently distinct in frequency), more than one place along
the cochlea will show a maximum in the excitation. Though the perceived pitch of a
sound and the frequency dependence of the cochlea are far from directly coupled, this
frequency dependence does produce an estimate of the spectrum of the sound in the
excitation pattern of the cochlea.
The second property of the ear, that is frequently addressed in the following
chapters, arises from the observation that the action potentials in the auditory nerve
may carry more information about the presented sounds than just their amount in
time. For example, the occurrences of action potentials synchronize with the phase of
low-frequent pure tones. Two pure tones that have nearly the same frequencies excite
practically the same position along the cochlea. However, when they are presented
simultaneously, these two tones will interact, producing a time dependent excitation
pattern. Such a time dependency in the excitation can be recognized and processed in a
3number of possible ways by the brain. This offers an extra source of information about
the presented stimulus. The group ofmodels that deal with such sources of information
will be referred to as temporal models.
Chapter  presents an evaluation of severalmeasurement procedures. This inves-
tigation comprises seven frequently used measurement paradigms for the estimation
of discrimination thresholds. These paradigms are compared in a pure-tone frequency
discrimination experiment. In this experiment we also compare the effect of two dif-
ferent sets of rules for the adaption of the frequency differences during the actual
threshold estimations. One of the examined combinations of measurement paradigm
and adaption rules is used in the experiments with complex tones.
Chapter  describes the investigations performed with bandlimited harmonic
complexes with a single peak in the spectrum, in the region of the second formant
of natural vowels. For the generation of these stimuli we have used a stylized spectral
envelope shape, and one phase relation between the harmonics. All stimuli have the
same fundamental. In this chapter we investigate the influence on the discrimination
of the bandwidth and the slope of the spectral envelope, and of the position of its center
frequency relative to the harmonics.
In Chapter  the properties under investigation are extended with a second
fundamental frequency, and with more phase relations between the harmonics of the
stimuli. In addition to the center frequencies in the second formant region, we use
values in the first formant region, and apart from the stylized spectral envelope we also
investigate discrimination for a more natural, smoother, envelope shape.
In Chapter  stimuli with a smooth envelope shape from the first, and from the
second formant region are combined to form two-formant vowels. For these stimuli
we investigate formant frequency discrimination for single changes in the first and
the second formant, and for combined changes in both formants. These stimuli have
the most complex spectral envelopes used in our investigation, and they neighbor on
natural vowels. Here we border on the large quantity of work reported in the literature
on formant frequency discrimination for natural vowels.
In Chapter  we summarize the findings from the previous chapters, and we give
an overview of a number of our findings in relation to those of earlier investigations.
Finally, we present a concise list of our conclusions.
In chapter  we present a short description of the project in Dutch.

Chapter 2
Evaluation of an adaptive measurement procedure
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 Evaluation of an adaptive measurement procedure
Abstract
AnAdaptive Staircasemethod, introducedbyCardozo [IPORep.Vol. , –. ()],
was evaluated by using it in combinationwith several differentmeasurement paradigms
in a pure-tone frequency discrimination experiment.Many of these combinations have
not been used before in frequency discrimination experiments. In a first experiment
four different paradigms were used: the Yes-No, the Same-Different, the Two-Interval
Forced-Choice, and the Three-Interval Forced-Choice paradigm. In addition, for the
Three-Interval Forced-Choice paradigm a quicker version of the adaptive procedure
was used. Immediate feedback was provided on a monitor in the soundproof booth.
During each measurement, the subjects were informed about its progression. To pre-
vent subjects from being influenced by this information in the repetitions of the
measurements, it was removed in a second experiment. In this experiment three more
paradigms were added: alternative versions of the Yes-No, the Same-Different, and the
Three-Interval Forced-Choice paradigm. A different group of subjects participated in
each experiment. The recorded psychometric relationswere fittedwith the expectations
from detection theory using a least-squares method. With the adaptive procedure we
could efficiently estimate the just-noticeable differences (jnds). In general, we found
good correspondence between the results for the two adaptive procedures and the
various paradigms. The only exception was the Yes-No paradigm, which produced a
relatively high jnd. This has also been reported for experiments where fixed stimulus
methods were used. So, for fixed as well as adaptive methods, this paradigm appears to
be less suitable for frequency discrimination experiments.
Introduction
The ability of humans to discriminate changes in the frequency of a pure tone has been
the subject of many investigations. The reported just-noticeable differences (jnds) de-
pend on the frequency of the tone and on the employed measurement paradigms. In
many studies Adaptive Staircase methods have been used, in which the frequency dif-
ference is adapted to converge toward the threshold value. Frequently, the “two-down
one-up” procedure of Levitt () has been used as a rule for adapting the frequency
difference; two correct responses lead to a decrease, and one incorrect response to an
increase. This adaption rule has been applied successfully in masking and intensity
discrimination experiments, but, in our experience, it is less suitable for frequency
discrimination experiments. Cardozo () introduced an adaptive procedure that
might have a number of advantages compared to the two-down one-up procedure
(both adaptive procedures converge around  percent correct). In Cardozos adaptive
procedure subjects are always presented with at least four trials at each frequency dif-
ference, which gives them better opportunity to get used to the perceptual differences
and to search for a cue. In the two-down one-up procedure the minimum number
of trials is only one, and the frequency difference changes much more often. This can
disturb learning effects, and thereby increase memory effects and prolong training pe-
riods.When using the Cardozo rules in combinationwith an appropriatemeasurement
paradigm, we expect minimal memory effects, and short training periods.
The adaption rules of Cardozo have been used in combination with the Two-
Interval Forced-Choice (IFC) paradigm by Horst and Ritsma () for detection
of complex stimuli in noise, and by Horst () for frequency discrimination of
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complex signals. In experiments with complex tones, discrimination cues can behave
erratically. Then, the adaption rules of Cardozo give subjects optimal opportunity
to adjust to the stimuli, and to carefully search for a cue. Although, in frequency
discrimination experiments subjects can often recognize the tone with the higher
frequency by its higher pitch, this is not generally the case for complex tones. When
there is no clear relation between the discrimination cue and the frequency, the IFC
paradigm can cause considerable confusion with the subjects. Therefore, we were
interested in using a different paradigm. For example, in a IFC paradigm subjects can
simply identify theodd tone,withouthaving to relate the cue to the frequencydifference.
To investigate the influence of using the adaption rules of Cardozo in combinationwith
different paradigms, we performed a frequency discrimination experiment with several
paradigms. To ascertain a clear correspondence between frequency and perceived pitch,
and to enable easy comparison with previous studies, we used a pure-tone stimulus in
this experiment.
Comparative studies with several paradigms have been performed by, e.g., Swets
() (also discussed in Green and Swets, ), Viemeister (), Jestead and Bilger
(), Yost et al. (), Jestead and Sims (), and Creelman and Macmillan ().
In all of these studies the percent correct was measured with a fixed-stimulus method,
rather than with an Adaptive Staircase method. In a signal detection in noise task,
Swets () compared the Yes-No paradigm with m-Interval Forced-Choice (mIFC)
paradigms, where m was , , , , and . In the first experiment, a direct comparison
of the Yes-No, the IFC, and the IFC task produced a good correspondence: for
four different signal-to-noise ratios the majority of d0 values were within % of
each other. Correspondence was also good in the second experiment with a direct
comparisonof all fivemIFC tasks: for all paradigms the proportionof correct detections
corresponded with d0 values between . and .. Creelman and Macmillan ()
used nine paradigms that were either fixed-standard or variable-standard paradigms.
With fixed-standard they indicated that the reference of the paradigms always was a
fixed tone, whereas the target always was the variable tone. This is in contrast with
the paradigms they called variable-standard, in which the reference and the target
were chosen randomly for each trial. In a frequency discrimination and a monaural
phase discrimination task they compared with each other the Yes-No paradigm, the
IFC paradigm, a variable-standard version of the IFC paradigm, and both fixed-
standard and variable-standard versions of the Same-Different, the ABX, and the AXA
paradigms. They found a reasonable correspondence between these paradigms for the
frequency discrimination tasks. With the usual definition of d0 (the difference between
the means of two underlying normal distributions in units of their common standard
deviation), their d0 values were mostly closely around .. The d0 values they found
for the Yes-No and the IFC paradigms differed from this mean, being . and .,
respectively. This indicates that their subjects performed better for the IFC than for
the Yes-No paradigm. This is in agreement with the findings of Jestead and Bilger
(), and Jestead and Sims (), who found for a frequency discrimination task
that subjects performed better for the IFC, as compared to the Yes-No and the Same-
Different paradigm, than expected from detection theory. The same was found for
intensity discrimination tasks by Viemeister (), and, somewhat less extreme, by
Jestead and Bilger (). For the detection of interaural temporal differences, Yost et
al. () found good correspondence between the Yes-No and the IFC paradigms. So,
the relation between these two paradigms appears to depend on the perceptual task.
 Evaluation of an adaptive measurement procedure
In recent publications on detection theory, “fixed” is used in a different sense,
i.e. as opposed to “roving”. Here, roving means that reference and target may have
a collective displacement in the stimulus space, independent of the distance between
them. Fixed, on the other hand, means that there is no such collective displacement of
reference and target. In this nomenclature, all paradigms used in the present study are
fixed. Unless stated otherwise, the nomenclature of Creelman and Macmillan ()
(fixed versus variable standard) is used in this paper.
To study the influence of the adaptive rules on frequency discrimination for a
numberofparadigmswehaveused fourfixed-standard paradigms in a first experiment:
the Yes-No, the IFC, the IFC and the Same-Different paradigm. The aim was to
record a part of the psychometric function around the threshold, using an efficient
adaptive method. Adaptive methods are much quicker than fixed stimulus methods,
as they do not require pilot experiments to estimate the threshold for each stimulus.
A comparison of psychometric functions recorded with an adaptive as well as a fixed-
stimulus method has been performed by Dai (). He found good correspondence
between the results from both methods. We evaluated the jnds by fitting the relations
from detection theory to the recorded parts of the psychometric functions. Next to the
adaption rules of Cardozo we also investigated for the IFC paradigm the influence
of a quicker version of these rules that converges around % (Lyzenga and Horst,
). For this paradigm  percent correct leads to a d0 of . In both experiments,
immediate feedback was given to the subjects. In the first experiment, they were
informed about the adaptions of the frequency difference during the measurement. To
prevent subjects from being influenced by this information inmeasurement repetitions
for the same paradigm, it was removed in a second experiment. In this experiment we
used three additional paradigms: alternative versions of the Yes-No, the Same-Different
and the IFC paradigms. This group of seven paradigms had sofar not been compared
for one group of subjects. Five of these paradigms were fixed-standard (the first five as
described in section I.C) and two were variable-standard.
I. General methods
A. Stimuli
Two experiments were carried out, both using a  kHz pure tone as stimulus. The
set of stimuli, needed for the determination of one jnd, consisted of a reference tone
with frequency F =  kHz and twelve targets with frequencies F +F. The frequency
difference F ranged from . to  Hz in eleven steps of a factor . The target
tone always had a higher frequency than the reference tone (the standard). The stimuli
had a total duration of  ms, including tapering by a raised cosine over the first
and last  ms. In both Moore (), and Freyman and Nelson () frequency
discrimination jnds for increasing stimulus length decreased to an asymptotic value
when the stimulus length was about  ms. All stimuli were presented at a level
of  dB above absolute threshold.
The stimulus waveforms were computed digitally with -bit resolution on an
HP-/ workstation. In the experiments, the stimuli were retrieved from hard-
disk by a PC and converted to analogue signals using an OROS AU digital-to-
analog converter at a sample rate of  kHz. The waveforms were filtered by a ninth-
order elliptical-type low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of . kHz. Attenuation
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was performed by a computer-controlled mixer custom-build at the Department of
ENT/Audiology. Stimuli were presented diotically through TDH headphones. They
were checked using a Federal Scientific UA-B spectrum analyzer.
B. Adaptive procedures
The two adaptive measurement procedures used were an adaptive procedure intro-
duced for the Same-Different paradigm by Cardozo (), and a modification of this
procedure as introduced by Lyzenga and Horst () for the IFC paradigm. These
procedures are illustrated in table . The original procedure converges around  per-
cent correct responses (as does the two-down one-up procedure of Levitt, ), and
the modified version converges around  percent correct. This is illustrated in the
panels (a) and (b) of figure , respectively. These panels show the chances of adapt-
ing the frequency difference in the upward, and in the downward direction, and of
keeping the same frequency difference in the next set of trials, indicated by p(Up),
p(Down), and p(Repeat), respectively. These chances are given as a function of the
chance of a correct response by the subject. For a small correct chance the “Up” chance
is practically one, which means the frequency difference is likely to be increased. For a
large correct chance the “Down” chance is nearly unity, so the frequency difference is
likely to be decreased. Thus, the frequency difference will converge toward, and then
oscillate around, the intersection of the curves for the “Up” and the “Down” chances,
respectively at  and  percent correct for the two procedures. Data were collected
until the direction of the frequency adaption had been reversed five times, or after three
consecutive test repetitions at the same frequency difference.
Table: The adaptive measurement procedures introduced by Cardozo () and Lyzenga and
Horst (). A jnd estimation is started at the upper left position of each table, marked as “S”
An incorrect response leads one row down, a correct response leads one column to the right.
When either the right side or the bottom of the table is reached, the target frequency is adapted
as indicated.
The subjects of the present investigation experienced both procedures as com-
fortable or agreeable. (Five of the eight subjects also participated in the experiments of
Lyzenga and Horst, .)
 Evaluation of an adaptive measurement procedure
Figure : In panel (a) the chances p(Down), p(Up) and p(Repeat) as functions of the chance of a
correct answer are shown for the adaptive procedure of Cardozo (). p(Down) indicates the
chance of decreasing the frequency difference (F), p(Up) of increasingF, and p(Repeat) of
maintaining the sameF in the next trials. The procedure converges around the intersection of
the “Up” and the “Down” chances at  percent correct. In panel (b) the same chances are shown
for the adaptive procedure used for the IFC paradigm in the first experiment (replotted from
Lyzenga and Horst, ). This procedure converges around  percent correct.
C.Measurement Paradigms
In the experiments a total of sevenparadigmswereused.Their tone sequences, and their
relations between d0 and the percent correct as given by detection theory, are described
in the following list. In the nomenclature of Creelman and Macmillan (), the first
five are fixed-standard, and the last two are variable-standard paradigms.
. The Yes-No Paradigm with one tone (Yes-No) using the tone “sequences” ‘H’
and ‘L’. For sufficiently large frequency differences, these tones produce the











the percent correct as function of d0 can be expressed as:
p(c) = (/d0) ()
as given by Green & Swets ().
. The Yes-No Paradigm with two tones (Yes-No) using the tone sequences ‘HH’
and ‘LL’, that produce the sensations ‘High’ and ‘Low’. Initially we ignore the
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possible influence of memory effects on these tasks, and choose the percent
correct as function of d0 identical to the relation for the Yes-No paradigm:
p(c) = (/d0) ()
to enable a simple comparison of these two paradigms. This assumption will be
verified with the measured thresholds (see Section V).
. The Two-Interval Forced-Choice Paradigm (IFC) using the tone sequences
‘HL’ and ‘LH’, producing the sensations ‘First Higher’ and ‘Second Higher’. The
















as given by Swets et al. (), Green & Swets (), andMacmillan & Creelman
().
. The Same-Different Paradigm with two tone sets (Sm-Df) using the tone se-
quences ‘LL’ and ‘LH’, that produce the sensations ‘Same’ and ‘Different’. The
percent correct as function of d0 can be expressed as:
p(c) = (/d0) ()
as given by Macmillan & Creelman (). They call this a reminder paradigm,
because it comprises the same signal intervals as the Yes-No paradigm, but with
the variable signal interval always preceded by the reference tone. The reference
tone acts thus as a “reminder” stimulus.
. The Three-Interval Forced-Choice Paradigm with three tone sets (IFC) using
the tone sequences ‘HLL’, ‘LHL’, and ‘LLH’, that produce the sensations ‘First
Higher’, ‘Second Higher’ and ‘Third Higher’. The percent correct as function of













as given by Swets et al. (), and Frijters ().
. The Same-Different Paradigm with four tone sets (Sm-Df) using the tone
sequences ‘LL’, ‘HH’, ‘LH’, and ‘HL’. The first two produce the sensation ‘Same’,
and the last two ‘Different’. The percent correct as function of d0 can be expressed
as:
p(c) = (/d0) + [ (/d0)] ()
as given by Macmillan & Creelman (). This expression is in agreement with
the relations found with a maximum likelihood method by Dai et al. (),
under the condition of unbiased observations (C = ).
. Three-Interval Forced-Choice with six tone sets (IFC orOddity) using the tone
sequences ‘HLL’, ‘LLH’, ‘LHL’, ‘HLH’, ‘LLH’, and ‘HHL’. The first two produce the
sensation ‘First Odd’, the middle two give ‘Second Odd’, and the last two ‘Third
Odd’. The percent correct as function of d0 can be expressed as:
 Evaluation of an adaptive measurement procedure




















[ (k + d0)]dk ()
as derived with a maximum likelihood method by Versfeld et al. (), under
the condition of unbiased observation, for the fixed (i.e. non-roving) version of
the IFC paradigm.
Figure : A comparison of all seven paradigms. The percent correct responses are shown as a
function of d0: the difference between the means of two underlying normal distributions in units
of their common standard deviation. The shown curves for the Yes-No, Yes-No, and Sm-Df
paradigms are identical.
The subjects respondedbypressing buttons that correspondedwith thedescribed
sensations. As an overview, the curves of p(c) as a function of d0 are shown for all
paradigms in figure .
D. Fitting the psychometric curves
In the experiments, subjects’ responses were recorded as percent correct scores p(c) for
a number of frequency differences between the reference and the target tone. Thus,
p(c) was measured as a function of the frequency differenceF. When the threshold is
defined at a certain percent correct value, a different d0 is recorded for each paradigm
(this is indicated in figure  for p(c) = %). For each paradigm, a relation p(c) = 	(d0)
between thed0 and thepercent correct scores is given in section I.C.Using these relations
along with the measured percent correct data, we can find d0 as a function of F for
each paradigm. A common method to transform the measured values of p(c) to d0
values is the usage of a table of the inverse of the relations () to (). This procedure
gives a psychometric curve with d0 as a function of the frequency difference. In order
to find the frequency difference corresponding to a certain d0-threshold value, various
strategies for interpolation can be followed. A simple possibility is to use a straight
line through the origin fitted with a least-squares method. With this method, however,
relatively much weight is given to the data for large frequency differences. When using
an Adaptive Staircase method, the corresponding percent correct values are not very
accurate, so a relatively large error is likely to be introduced into the estimation. This
problem can be avoided with a method of fitting the theoretical curves to the data.
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Nelson and Freyman () found a linear relation between the d0 and the
frequency difference. Therefore, we will assume that d0 is proportional toF. We will
verify this assumption with the results of the experiments (see Section V). Using a
factor of proportionality r = d0/F, with the dimension /Hz, we can write
p(c) = 	(r F) ()
Figure : Examples of the match between the data and the theoretical curves for three differ-
ent values of the factor of proportionality r between the d0 and the frequency difference. In
panel (a) r = ., in panel (b) r = ., and in panel (c) r = .. Clearly, the match is best in
panel (b), which leads to a jnd (/r) of  Hz. Panel (d) shows the relation of the total square
difference to /r, calculated forF   Hz.
Using the experimental results for a certain paradigm, we can determine the
ratio r between d0 and F that minimizes the total square difference between the
data and the theoretical curve, i.e. !i(pmeasured   ptheoretical). This is illustrated in
the panels (a) to (c) of figure . To obtain a greater influence on the more accurate
data (where more trials have been done), we weigh the square difference between the
theoretical curve and the data at each data point with !i: the number of trials at that
point. Panel (d) of figure  shows the typical dependence of the total square difference
on the factor of proportionality r. From the fitted curve (panel b), the threshold might
 Evaluation of an adaptive measurement procedure
be determined as the frequency difference at a certain percent correct value. This
method (Method A) gives jnds that depend on the paradigm. On the other hand, the
factor r that produces the best fit is a direct measure of the threshold in terms of the d0.
Choosing d0 =  as the threshold value, the definition of r gives:
jnd = /r ()
This method (Method B) should give jnds that are independent of the para-
digms. In the experiment sections we will compare the results determined by these two
methods.
II. Experiment 1. Four paradigms, extensive feedback
A. Methods
In thefirst experiment frequencydiscriminationwasmeasuredusing fourmeasurement
paradigms, the Yes-No, the Sm-Df, the IFC, and the IFC paradigm. Data were
collected for all paradigms using the Adaptive Staircase method of Cardozo ().
This procedure estimates  percent correct. In addition, the IFC paradigm was used
in a quicker version that estimates  percent correct (Lyzenga andHorst, ). During
all sessions, the various paradigms were presented to the subjects in a pseudorandom
order. The subject was given immediate feedback on a monitor in the sound proof
booth after each response.
Three normal hearing, well-trained subjects participated in the first experiment,
one female and two male, with ages ranging from  to . Two subjects provided
nine jnd estimates for each paradigm. Near threshold, these subjects performed 
to  trials at each frequency difference. Subject JL provided seventeen jnd estimates
for each paradigm and performed about  trials near threshold. The subjects were
trained before data collection. No improvements in the scores of the subjects were
observed after a training period of two sessions of six jnd estimations (i.e., about two
hours of training).
B. Results
The averaged percent correct scores p(c) (circular symbols), as a function of the fre-
quency differenceF, are shown for each paradigm in the left column of figure . The
dotted lines indicate the chance levels. The solid lines in the left columnof figure  show
the theoretical curves after finding the ratios r that minimize the total square difference
between these curves and the data. The indicated thresholds in the upper four panels
represent the  percent correct point of these fitted theoretical curves (Method A).
In the bottom panel the  percent correct point is indicated, because the modified
adaptive procedure was used here.
The ratios r, that produced the least-squaresfit for eachparadigm, are represented
by the straight dotted lines in plots of d0 versus F in the right column of figure .
The indicated thresholds represent the d0 =  point of these straight lines (method B).
Using the relations (), (), (), and () themeasured values of p(c) were converted to d0
values, giving psychometric curves with d0 as a function of the frequency difference.
The d0 values are shown in the right column of figure  as circular symbols with error
bars. These error bars indicate the standard deviation across the subjects. Comparing
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Figure : The averaged psychometric curves of experiment  are shown in the left column. The
error bars indicate the standard deviations across the three subjects. The dotted lines indicate the
chance levels. The solid lines give the least-squares fit of the theoretical relations to the recorded
psychometric functions. The right column shows the psychometric curves of d0 as a function of
the frequency difference (F). The error bars indicate the standard deviations. The dotted lines
represent the factor of proportionality (r) between d0 andF that produced the least-squares fit
of the theoretical curves to the data.
 Evaluation of an adaptive measurement procedure
the dotted lines with the d0 values we see a good correspondence for low values of the
frequency difference. ForF =  Hz the d0 values in the circular symbols are all below
the dotted line. This difference indicates that jnds determined from fitting a straight
line through these d0 values may differ from those of our method. Due to the Adaptive
Staircase method, the data are not very accurate for F values that are distant from
the threshold.
Comparing the thresholds displayed in both columns of figure , we see that
the adaption of the data using the approximation with the factor of proportionality r
brings the results of all four paradigms, and of both adaptive procedures, in closer
proximity. In four of the five panels of the right column of figure  we find a d0 = 
threshold near  Hz. We find a slightly higher threshold for the Yes-No paradigm.
III. Interim discussion
From the results of the first experiment it can be concluded that we can efficiently
record parts of the psychometric functions, and transform these to jnds in Hertz using
our fitting method. The  percent correct thresholds show a variation of a factor of ..
In the d0 =  thresholds this factor is reduced to .. These thresholds are very close
to  Hz for most paradigms. Especially the thresholds for the IFC paradigms with
the different adaption rules are practically identical. Only the Yes-No paradigm gives
a higher threshold than the other paradigms.
In the first experiment we gave the subjects feedback about the progression
of the measurement. This might, however, have influenced the results. From this
information, subjects may learn which level they usually reach for each paradigm,
which may influence their scores in repetitions of the measurements. To eliminate this
effect, we repeated the experiment with only immediate feedback about the correctness
of each response.
In the nomenclature of Creelman andMacmillan (), all the paradigms in the
first experiments were fixed-standard paradigms. To further investigate the influence
of the adaption rules of Cardozo on variable-standard paradigms, we added two such
paradigms to our list. Because of the deviation of the Yes-No from the other paradigms,
we also added the Yes-No paradigm that has double signal intervals.
IV. Experiment 2. Seven paradigms, limited feedback
A. Methods
In the second experiment seven different paradigms were used. These were the four
paradigms of the first experiment, supplemented with the Yes-No, the Sm-Df, and
the IFC (Oddity) paradigm. In this experiment the adaptive procedure of Cardozo
() was used. The subject was given immediate feedback after each response. No
feedback about the progression of the measurement was given. During all sessions, the
various paradigms were presented to the subjects in a pseudorandom order.
Five normal hearing subjects that were new to psychoacoustic measurements
participated in the experiment. All were females with ages between  and . The
subjects were trained before data collection. No improvements in the scores were
observed after a training period of four sessions of six jnd estimations (i.e., about four
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hours of training). All subjects made ten to twelve jnd estimates for each paradigm.
Near threshold, they performed  to  trials at each frequency difference.
B. Results
The averaged percent correct scores p(c) (circular symbols), as a function of the fre-
quency differenceF, are shown for each paradigm in the left column of figure . The
format of this figure is the same as of figure . The solid lines in the left column show
the theoretical curves after finding the ratios r that minimize the total square difference
between these curves and the data. The indicated thresholds represent the  percent
correct points of the fitted curves (Method A).
The dotted lines in the right column of figure  represent the factor of propor-
tionality r that produced the least-squares error between the theoretical curves and the
data. The indicated thresholds represent the d0 =  points of these lines (Method B).
Using the relations () to () the measured values of p(c) were converted to d0 values,
giving psychometric curves with d0 as a function of F. The d0 values are shown as
circular symbols (with error bars). Comparing the dotted lines with the d0 values we see
good correspondence for medium values of the frequency difference. For low values
of F the d0 values in the circular data are somewhat irregular for the two Same-
Different paradigms and for the IFC. This is probably caused by the limited accuracy
here, due to the Adaptive Staircase method. ForF =  Hz the d0 values are closer to
the dotted line than was found for experiment , but they still tend to be below this
line.
Comparing the thresholds displayed in both columns of figure , we see that
the adaption of the data using the approximation with the factor of proportionality r
brings the results of all seven paradigms in closer proximity. In five of the seven panels
of the right column of figure  we find a d0 =  threshold between . and . Hz. We
only find higher thresholds for the two Yes-No paradigms.
V. Discussion and conclusions
From the results of the first experiment we concluded that we could efficiently record
the psychometric functions with the adaptive methods, and transform these to jnds
with our fitting method. The same is found for the second experiment. The possibility
of recording psychometric functions with adaptivemethods confirms the results of Dai
().
The two jnd estimations with different adaptive procedures, for the IFC para-
digm in the first experiment, produced the same d0 =  thresholds. This indicates that
these Adaptive Staircase methods, when used in a simple perceptual task like pure-tone
frequency discrimination, have little influence on a threshold defined in terms of the d0.
For the first experiment, the  percent correct thresholds in the left column of
figure  show a range from . to . Hz. For the second experiment, these thresholds
in the left column of figure  show a range from . to . Hz. So, in the extreme case a
difference of a factor of three can occur for the paradigms used. The d0 =  thresholds in
the right columns of the figures  and  are all close to  Hz, except for those of the Yes-
No paradigms. So, from a comparison of the d0 =  thresholds, all paradigms except
the Yes-No paradigms appear to be suitable for application in pure-tone frequency
discrimination experiments. The inexperienced subjects of the second experiment,
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Figure : The averaged psychometric curves of experiment . The format of this figure is the
same as of figure . The error bars indicate the standard deviations across the five subjects.
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however, all disliked the variable-standard paradigms (the Sm-Df and the IFC). As
noted before, we consider the IFC paradigm unsuitable for experiments with complex
tones. From our group of paradigms, this leaves the Sm-Df and the IFC paradigms
as the most suitable for application in frequency discrimination experiments with
complex tones.
In both experiments, the jnd for the Yes-No paradigm is about a factor of .
larger than the others. In the second experiment, the deviation from themean threshold
is larger with a single tone interval thanwith two tone intervals in the Yes-No paradigm.
If the perception of the two tones, in this paradigm, was independent for each tone,
we would expect a difference in the average thresholds for both paradigms of a factor
of
p
  .). If the detection was optimal and unbiased, we would expect the same
result for both Yes-No paradigms. We actually found a difference of ., which is in the
middle between the expectations for optimal detection and for independent perception
of the two tones. This factor of . might partially be attributed to a difference in
bias of the subjects for both paradigms. However, since bias was not recorded in
these measurements we cannot draw any conclusion about the possible influence of
bias. Another cause for this factor might be found in memory effects. Apparently the
double signal interval produces some extra information for the subject. This might be
attributed to a better recollection of the tones in the case of the double signal interval;
in this paradigm more tones are presented to the subjects per unit of time.
Viemeister (), Jestead and Bilger (), Jestead and Sims (), and Creel-
man andMacmillan (), found a relatively large threshold for the Yes-No paradigm
as compared to their other paradigms. This is in agreement with our results. In all
these studies fixed-stimulus methods were used, in contrast to our adaptive method.
So, for both methods, the influence of memory effects appears to be about the same.
This is in agreement with Wier et al. (), who found practically identical pure-tone
frequency discrimination jnds for a fixed-stimulus and an adaptive method (using
a IFC paradigm). The consistent deviation of the Yes-No jnd from the others implies
that the possibility to compare consecutive tones is essential for the performance in
frequency discrimination experiments. This conclusion is corroborated by the finding
of Jestead and Sims that this deviation of the Yes-No jnd is much smaller for frequency
modulation discrimination. A single frequency-modulated stimulus contains two ex-
treme frequencies, which may be compared with each other. All this is in agreement
with the observation of Macmillan and Creelman () on page , that “the basic
psychophysical process (. . .) is comparison”.
The thresholds of the four paradigms of the first experiment are practically equal
to the corresponding thresholds in the second experiment, so the discrimination is
hardly influencedby feedback about theprogressionof themeasurement. Furthermore,
a different group of subjects participated in each experiment. The group of subjects of
the second experiment were new to this type of experiment. In both experiments, the
subjects required only short training periods. This is confirmed by Lyzenga and Horst
() for frequency discrimination experiments with complex tones.
When comparing the data with the fitted theoretical curves in the left columns
of the figures  and , we see a fairly good match for all paradigms. The right columns
of the figures  and  provide a comparison of the two described methods of finding a
relation between the d0 and the frequency difference.We see a good match between the
straight dotted line and the transformed data (circles) for small values of the frequency
difference. For larger values the transformed data tend to fall below the straight line.
 Evaluation of an adaptive measurement procedure
Here we see a saturation effect in the psychometric curves. So, the assumption of pro-
portionality between d0 andF does not seem to hold for large frequency differences.
We should, however, take into account that the accuracy of the data at a frequency
difference of  Hz is smaller than for the data near the thresholds, because less data was
collected here. Near the thresholds we do find good proportionality between d0 and the
frequency difference for all paradigms.
Next we consider shortly the question whether d0 should be related to the fre-
quency difference (F) or the Weber fraction (F/F). In the present investigation
we examined frequency discrimination for only one frequency of the reference tone
(Hz), therefore, this study provides no distinction between the two scales concern-
ing their relation to d0. Nelson and Freyman () studied frequency discrimination
for frequencies between  Hz and  kHz. Their data show a linear relation between
the psychometric function of d0 and the Weber fraction.
In summary, in both experiments we found that we could efficiently record
the psychometric functions with the adaptive method, and transform them to jnds
with our fitting method. The different adaption rules used for the IFC paradigm
had no influence on the d0 =  thresholds. The discrimination was hardly influenced
by feedback about the progression of the measurement. For all paradigms, we found
proportionality between the d0 and the frequency difference near the thresholds. The
theoretical considerations on the basis of near optimal detection unified all paradigms
used, except for the Yes-No paradigm. This deviation has also been encountered in
many studies using fixed-stimulus methods. So, for fixed as well as adaptive methods,
this paradigm appears to be less suitable for frequency discrimination experiments.
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
 Frequency discrimination of bandlimited harmonic tones
Abstract
Just-noticeable differences (jnds) in the center frequency of bandlimited harmonic
complexes were measured for normal hearing subjects. A triangular and a trapezoidal
spectral envelope were used. The center frequency ranged from  to  Hz for
the triangular envelope and from  to  Hz for the trapezoidal envelope. For
both envelope shapes the values , , and  dB/octave were used for the slope.
The fundamental frequency was  Hz for all complexes. A three-interval, three-
alternative forced-choice task was used. All measurements were performed with and
without roving of the signal level. Without roving, the jnds were in most cases about
a factor of . smaller than with roving. The bandwidth and the center frequency were
factors having themajor influence on the jnds. For the triangular envelope, the jndswere
smallest for center frequencies that were halfway between two signal components. For
the trapezoidal envelope, the jnds were smallest for center frequencies that coincided
with a signal component. For the triangular envelope, the smallest jnds for each slope
were about half the value of those for the trapezoidal envelope. In the case of the smallest
jnds for each spectral envelope shape, the jnds were smaller when the spectral slope was
steeper. Part of our data for the triangular envelope can be explained by modulation
depth discrimination data. The data for the trapezoidal envelope can be interpreted in
terms of a spectral profile comparison. The remaining part might be interpreted either
in terms of a temporal mechanism, or of the mentioned spectral profile comparison.
It is argued that, for this spectral comparison, the ear probably combines information
over a limited frequency range by comparing the spectral profiles of the two presented
stimuli, rather than comparing individual component levels.
Introduction
In order to investigate the ability of humans to discriminate spectral changes in vowels,
we have measured frequency discrimination for bandlimited sounds that resemble a
single vowel-formant (resonance peak in the spectrum). In vowels of natural speech a
number of formants will be present. The frequencies of the first two or three formants
characterize the vowel. The fundamental frequencymaydiffer strongly among speakers;
male speakers have relatively low fundamental frequencies (about  Hz), female
speakers and children higher (about  to  Hz). The ability to hear changes
between and within vowels is limited by the sensitivity of the ear to changes in the
fundamental and the formant frequencies. Neither the formants of a vowel, nor the
fundamental frequency are fixed in time. Variationsmay occur from vowel to vowel but
also during the pronunciation of a vowel. Variations of formant frequencies are largely
independent of each other and of the fundamental frequency. A change in fundamental
frequency is heard as a change in intonation. Thresholds for the audibility of changes in
the fundamental frequency of complex tones have been investigated by, e.g., Hoekstra
(), Cullen and Long () and Houtsma and Smurzynski ().
The ability of humans to discriminate spectral changes in bandlimited sounds,
including synthetic vowels, has been studied in a number of investigations. The just-
noticeable differences (jnds) found in these studies show a considerable spread (about
two orders of magnitude). Figure  shows examples of center-frequency jnds for first
formants (filled symbols) and second formants (open symbols) as a functionof spectral
slope. Frequency discrimination for the first and second formant of isolated synthetic
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Figure : Center-frequency jnds for vowel-like tones. From each report two results are displayed;
the filled and the open symbols refer to jnds for the first formant (F), and the second formant
(F), respectively. Data for multiple-formant stimuli are connected by a solid line, and data for
stimuli with a single peak in the spectrum by a dotted line.
vowels containing at least four formants has been investigated by, e.g., Flanagan (),
Mermelstein (), Sinnott and Kreiter () and more recently Kewley-Port and
Watson () and Hawks (). In these studies a variable degree of complexity of
the stimuli was used. Flanagan, like Kewley-Port and Watson, investigated jnds for a
change of either the first or the second formant. Mermelstein investigated jnds for
separate and simultaneous changes of the first two formants, and he used consonant-
bounded vowels. Sinnott and Kreiter investigated the jnd for a simultaneous change of
the first three formants, where the first and the second formants changed in opposite
directions. Hawks investigated jnds for a parallel and an opposite simultaneous change
of the first two formants and for a simultaneous change of the first three formants.
For the stimulus generation Kewley-Port and Watson, Sinnott and Kreiter, and Hawks
used a cascade branch of a Klatt digital formant synthesizer (Klatt, ). Mermelstein
used an older version of digital synthesizer (Rabiner, ), and Flanagan used an
analog synthesizer. Whereas Flanagan () and Kewley-Port and Watson () used
a constant fundamental, Mermelstein (), Sinnott and Kreiter (), and Hawks
() addeda transition to the fundamental frequency inorder tomakeartificial vowels
soundingmore naturally. Flanagan found relative jnds from %to %.Kewley-Port and
Watson found jnds decreasing rather abruptly from  to % for formant frequencies
from  to  Hz and then gradually sloping to about % for a formant frequency
of  Hz. The relative jnds that Mermelstein found for the first formant frequency
(% and .%) were slightly larger than for the second formant frequency (.%
and %). He found smaller jnds for a parallel simultaneous change of two formants
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than for a change of a single formant. The jnds he found for vowelswithin a consonantal
context were larger than those for vowels in isolation. Mermelsteins jnds are in general
larger that the results of the other studies, which is probably caused by the large stimulus
uncertainty in his measurement procedure, as also argued by Kewley-Port andWatson.
Sinnott and Kreiter found jnds between  and % of the first two formant frequencies
with a tendency to decrease with increasing slope. As compared to the jnds for a change
in one of the first two formants (.% averaged), and jnds for opposite simultaneous
changes (.%), Hawks found relatively small jnds for parallel simultaneous changes
(.%). Kewley-Port and Watson () discuss the spectral differences between just-
discriminable vowels and conclude that further research is needed before their data
can be modelled. Mermelstein () proposes a model for the prediction of jnds for
combined-formant changes from the single-formant jnds. The potential applicability
of this “weighted Euclidian distance model” was confirmed by Hawks ().
These studies give an impression of themagnitude of the jnd for changes in vari-
ous formants and formant combinations. However, none of these studies describe basic
mechanisms for the discrimination process. A useful strategy to study the mechanisms
involved is the simplification of the stimuli. One such strategy would be to reduce the
number of formants in the stimuli to two, in order to investigate the mutual influence
of formants on the jnd. With two-formant “vowels” the jnd for various types of for-
mant changes can be investigated: the influence of a stationary formant on the jnd of a
changing formant, as well as the influence of a parallel and an opposite simultaneous
change of formants on the jnd. So far, such stimuli have not been investigated. Un-
derstanding such jnds would help clarify the discrimination for multi-formant vowels.
However, to understand the jnd for two-formant vowels, frequency discrimination first
has to be investigated for stimuli consisting of only one of the formants under study.
In this paper we start an investigation of the jnd for simplified one-formant “vowels”.
In a later paper we will report on the discrimination of more natural one-formant
“vowels”, created by adjusting the amplitude and phase spectra. After that two of these
stimuli can be combined to a two-formant “vowel”, in order to study jnds for various
strategies of changing these formants, in relation to the known frequency discrimina-
tion of the constituting tones. By starting with simple harmonic tones, and increasing
the complexity of the “vowels” step by step, we hope to bridge the gap in data on the
discrimination of simple stimuli and those of speech.
Center-frequencydiscrimination forbandlimited soundswitha singlemaximum
in the spectrum has been investigated by, e.g., Stevens (), Horst et al. () and
Gagne´ and Zurek (). Stevens studied jnds for changes in the frequency of a single
exponentially damped wave. The spectrum of such a damped wave resembles the
spectral envelope of a single formant, positioned at the frequency of the original wave.
He found that discrimination deteriorates with increasing effective bandwidth of the
stimuli. In terms of the spectral slope, his jnds were roughly inversely proportional
to the square root of the slope. Unfortunately, because of the dependence of the
effective duration on the bandwidth, these results cannot be compared directly with
frequency jnds of stimuli with fixed duration. Horst et al. used a proportional change
in the center and the fundamental frequency. In the experiments of Gagne´ and Zurek,
these two parameters were independent. This was also the case in the above described
formant-frequency discrimination experiments. Whereas Gagne´ and Zurek used a
smooth spectral envelope from an RLC-filter, Horst et al. used a triangular envelope
shape. Gagne´ and Zurek found jnds that were inversely proportional to the square root
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of the spectral slope. Horst et al. found jnds that were inversely proportional to the
spectral slope, with a pure-tone jnd of .% as the lower limit. Wier et al. () found
a similar pure-tone jnd at  dB SL between Hz and  kHz. Except for Mermelstein
(), comparable measurement procedures were used in all these studies: no large
differences existed to explain the differences in the jnds.
An important consequence of passing a broadband signal through a narrowband
filter is a change in intensity. When the bandwidth of the filter is comparable to, or
smaller than the spacing between the harmonics, the output intensity can be very
dependent on the center frequency of the filter. Thus, the overall level of formants may
vary considerably in the course of a frequency discrimination experiment. This may be
regarded as a confusing or at least undesirable cue. In order to avoid this, Horst et al.
() maintained a fixed ratio between the fundamental and the center frequency, in
this way keeping the stimulus level constant. This, however, created another possible
cue, i.e., the jndsmay have been confounded by the ability to discriminate fundamental
frequency. In natural speech, formants may change in level with changing frequency.
Therefore, we allowed the stimuli to vary in level in the present investigation, so we
could study the jnd under conditions closely related to speech. The influence of this
level variation was studied by using two conditions: One condition in which the level
information (due to the filtering) was available for the subjects, and one condition in
which the stimulus level was randomized (roving level).
The reported just-noticeable differences in center frequency of complex stimuli
in figure  show a considerable spread. This spread may be caused by differences in
psychophysicalmethods (which probably explains the large jnds found byMermelstein,
), subject training, and vowel stimuli, as also argued by Kewley-Port (). The
present investigation aims to study the extent of the spread caused by differing vowel
stimuli, within one experimental setup and with the same subjects. We investigate
the ability of normal hearing subjects to detect changes in the center frequency of




Two experiments were carried out using bandlimited harmonic complexes as stimuli.
Stimulus parameters were: the spectral width of the envelope shape, the slope and the
center frequency. All frequency components of the complexes were in sine phase and
the fundamental frequency (F) was  Hz. In experiment  the spectral envelope
was triangular on a log-log scale. In experiment  the envelope was trapezoidal with
a -Hz wide constant-level plateau (i.e., twice F). Five values of the center frequency
(FC) were used for the triangular spectral envelope: from  to  Hzwith a -Hz
increment. For the trapezoidal envelope, jnds were investigated for nine values of FC:
from  to  Hz with a -Hz increment. Three values for the slope (G) were
employed for both envelope shapes: ,  and  dB/oct. Figure  gives examples
of stimulus spectra with a slope of  dB/oct.
A set of stimuli, needed for the determination of one jnd, consisted of a reference
tone with center frequency FC and twelve targets with center frequencies FC + FC.
The center-frequency difference FC ranged from . to  Hz in eleven steps of
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Figure : Eight examples of spectra of the stimuli used. In the left column four stimuli are
displayed with a triangular spectral envelope whose slope is  dB/oct. The center frequencies
are from (a) to (d): , ,  and  Hz. The right column contains four stimuli with
a trapezoidal spectral envelope for the same conditions.
a factor . All components were added with starting phase angle of  (sine phase).
In the spectral slopes, components were added down to a level of  dB below the
top. The stimuli had a total duration of  ms, including tapering by a raised cosine
over the first and last  ms. Each set of stimuli was computed twice, i.e., according
to two different rules for the levels of the twelve target signals relative to the reference
signal. According to the first rule, the top (or plateau) of the spectral envelope filter
was held at the same level for reference and targets. The overall level of these stimuli
varied with the center frequency. In figure  this is shown for the triangular stimuli
with a slope of  dB/oct. These stimuli were used in the measurements under the
“Varying Level” or VL condition (see below). According to the second rule, all the
overall levels of a stimulus set (reference and targets) were constant. The stimuli of
such a set were virtually constant in loudness, since the spectral width of the stimuli
was at the most about one critical band. These stimuli were used in the measurements
under the “Constant Level” or CL and the “Roving Level” or RL conditions (see below).
The stimulus waveforms were computed digitally with -bit resolution on an
HP-/ workstation. In the experiments, the stimuli were retrieved from hard-
disk by a PC and converted to analogue signals using an OROS AU digital-to-analog
converter at a sample rate ofkHz.Thewaveformswerefilteredby ath-order elliptical
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Figure : Overall level as a function of the center frequency, for the stimuli of the VL (Varying
Level) condition, with a triangular spectral envelope and a slope of  dB/oct. The dotted lines
indicate that a change in center frequency from  to  Hz (i.e., an increase of .%)
results in an overall-level change of . dB.
type low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of . kHz. Attenuation was performed by
a computer-controlled mixer that was developed for this purpose at the Department of
ENT/Audiology. Stimuli were presented diotically through TDH headphones. They
were checked using an SR spectrum analyzer.
B. Procedure
The jnds were measured using an adaptive three-interval, three-alternative forced-
choice method (IFC). The IFC method was chosen, instead of the more commonly
used two-interval forced-choice method (IFC), to allow any cue, and to prevent
confusion due to changes in the discrimination cues over the target series. From one
target to another, cues might switch between loudness, pitch, timbre, or roughness
cues, sometimes in a very erratic way. In a few cases it even occurred that a target
with higher FC produced a lower pitch sensation (pitch inversion). When using a IFC
procedure the subject had to learn and remember which cues were associated with each
target. With a IFC method this problem could be avoided because the subject simply
tried to identify the odd tone.
We used three conditions for the levels of all the tones. In the first condition the
top (or the plateau) of the spectral envelope was held at the same level for reference and
targets. The overall level of these signals varied with the center frequency, as was shown
in the previous section (see figure ). This condition we termed VL for Varying Level.
In the second condition, the levels of the stimuli of a set with approximately constant
loudness were randomized, around one fixed level value, within trials over a -dB
range in .-dB steps (Henning, ). This condition was termed RL for Roving Level.
With the level rove used, it was impossible to use overall level as a cue. We chose a
limited level rove due to changes that take place in the spectral slopes of the stimuli
with a randomized level. A large level rove would change the number of frequency
components of the stimuli and with it influence the bandwidth. In the third condition
all the levels of a stimulus set (reference and targets) were constant. This condition was
termed CL for Constant Level.
All measurements were performed under computer control. This included ex-
perimental timing and the collection of responses. First the absolute threshold of the
reference tone was estimated, after which stimuli were presented at a level about  dB
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above this threshold. The estimation of one jnd consisted of several trials during which
the subject was presented with a series of three successive stimuli consisting of two ref-
erence tones and one target tone. The target tone always had a higher center frequency
than the reference tones. The silent interval between the three stimuli was . sec-
onds. The task of the subject in the experiment was to identify the odd tone in the
series of three by pressing the appropriate button. Immediate feedback was provided
on a monitor in the soundproof booth. Failure to respond within four seconds was
scored as an incorrect response. Each jnd estimation was started with the maximum
center-frequency difference of  Hz between the reference and the target tones. This
guaranteed starting at a center-frequency difference that was clearly audible for all sub-
jects, giving them optimal opportunity to become acquainted with the stimuli before
approaching the jnd. After four correct responses, the difference in center frequency
between reference and target was halved. It was also halved after one incorrect com-
bined with five correct responses, or after two incorrect combined with six correct
responses. The combination of three incorrect and six correct responses led to a test
repetition at the sameFC. After four incorrect responses,FC was doubled. The tri-
als were repeated until one of these conditions was met, after whichFC was adapted
accordingly. Then, the next set of trials was performed. These decision rules were a
modification of a procedure introduced for the Same-Different paradigm by Cardozo
(). The decision rules were chosen so that the procedure converged at  percent
correct responses (see the Appendix), which corresponded to a d0 of  in the IFC case.
Data were collected until the direction of theFC adaption was reversed five times, or
after three consecutive test repetitions at the same value of FC . On average, one jnd
measurement required about  trials.
Estimates of the jnd were made after the whole set of jnds was measured three
times (making at least  trials), in a pseudorandomorder. After these three series, the
scores for each stimulus were checked for consistency and where necessary additional
estimations were made, until a clear estimate of each jnd evolved. The percent correct
p(c) as a functionofFC wasestimatedbyaveraging the scores for each target.Detection














where (k) is the cumulative normal distribution. Under the assumption of
proportionality betweenFC and d0, the value for this ratio was estimated by making
a least-squares fit of the p(c) versusFC data to the theoretical curve of p(c) versus d0.
The value of FC corresponding to the point d0 = . was then taken to be the jnd.
According to equation () d0 = . corresponds to . percent correct, so that data
were indeed collected around a d0 of .
Equation () assumes that the subjects are not biased toward one of the three
signal intervals in their answers. We checked this for a subset of about one third of
the jnd measurements. Of all the incorrect answers we found that % occurred for
the first, % for the second and % for the third interval (instead of % for all
three intervals). This showed that the subjects were slightly biased toward the first
interval. However, because this was only a minor effect, bias has been neglected in the
calculations.
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C. Subjects
Six normal-hearing subjects participated in the experiments. All were adults, three fe-
male and threemale,with ages ranging from  to  years. Three subjects (including the
authors) performed the whole series of  jnd estimates. The other three subjects each
participated in one third of the measurements, comprising all the measurements for
one value of the slope. Five subjects had participated before in pure-tone experiments.
All subjects were given adequate training. For all six subjects no further improvements
in the scores were observed during the course of the measurements.
II. Experiment 1. The triangular spectral envelope
The results of the first experiment are presented in figure . Each column contains the
just-noticeable differences, measured for one value of the slope, in four panels with
individual results and a bottom panel with the averages. Each panel contains jnds for
five values of the center frequency. The jnds for conditions VL and RL are shown with
triangular and circular symbols, respectively. For clarity the triangular symbols are
connected with a dashed line and the circular symbols with a dotted line. The solid line
represents a prediction of just-noticeable differences due to overall-level variations of
the stimuli on the basis of a just-noticeable difference in overall level of . dB (which
represents the overall level jnd that we found in the present investigation, see below).
In most cases the jnds for the VL condition are somewhat below those for
the RL condition. This can be seen most clearly in the average results. Excluding
the exceptions described below (for FC =  Hz and G =  or  dB/oct),
the average ratio is . and is significantly larger than  (p < .). The observation
that this ratio is almost constant implies that it arises from differences between the
two conditions. It may be caused by subjects’ confusion during the RL experiment.
First, the random level variations increase the uncertainty in the experiment. Second,
the timbre of the complex tones used may change with the randomized level when
small components in the flanks appear in, or disappear from the signal spectrum
above threshold. Aspects like these are likely to confuse the subject and increase the
jnds. Versfeld and Houtsma () also found a roughly constant ratio (viz. a factor
of .), in favor of a “Constant Level” condition as compared to a “Roving Level”
condition, in jnds in relative component level in two-tone complexes (comparable to
our stimuli with FC =  Hz and G =  dB/oct). For the results that form an
exception to this ratio of ., it is likely that overall-level information was available
to the subject in the VL condition, as will be explained below. The constant ratio
between the results under the VL and the RL conditions implies that there is no
essential perceptual difference between these two conditions, provided that there is no
overall-level information available to the subjects in the VL condition.
Foreach slope the jndsare significantly smaller atFC = HzthanatFC = 
and  Hz (p < .). The jnds for the RL condition are not symmetrical around
FC =  Hz; this is attributed to the fact that the change of the center frequency
in all jnd measurements was in the same, upward direction. A limited experiment
forG =  dB/oct with a downward change of FC yielded a reversal of the jnds around
approximately  Hz, that is we found an intermediate jnd for  Hz and a sudden
increase in the jnd somewhere between  and  Hz. At FC =  Hz the stimuli
with a triangular envelope have two components that are large and approximately equal
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Figure : Jnds for the triangular spectral envelope. Each row contains the jnds measured for one
value of the slope, showing individual results in four panels and the averages in one rightmost
panel. The error bars in the rightmost panels indicate the standard deviations of the averages. The
error bar in the left top corner indicates the mean standard deviation of the individual results.
The jnds for conditions VL (Varying Level) andRL (Roving Level) are shownwith triangular and
circular symbols, respectively. Level jnds were measured for the subjects JWH, JTB and JL. These
jndLs were translated into center-frequency jnds using the relation between center frequency and
overall level like the one plotted in figure . These hypothetical jnds are indicated by the filled
diamonds. The solid line represents a prediction of just-noticeable differences due to overall-level
variations of the stimuli on the basis of a jndL of . dB. For G =  dB/oct these predictions
were all larger than %.
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in level (see figure , panel c). With an upward change of the center frequency of the
spectral envelope the levels of these two components change in opposite directions.
At FC =  Hz the stimuli have one major component at the center frequency
and smaller components flanking this large one on both sides (see figure , panel a).
With an upward change of the center frequency, the small components at the high-
frequency side change in level relative to the major component. Thus the data suggest
that small changes in the spectral envelope can be heard more easily when they occur
in approximately equally large components (i.e., for FC =  Hz), than when they
occur in one large and one or more smaller components (for FC =  Hz).
Figure : Average jnds for the triangular spectral envelope replotted as a function of the spectral
slopeG forfivevalues of the center frequency.Eachpanel contains the results for theconditionsVL
(Varying Level) and RL (Roving Level). The error bars indicate the standard deviations of the
averages.
The dependence of the jnds on the spectral slope is presented explicitly in
figure , by replotting the average jnds. For each center frequency the jnds are plotted
as a function of the slope G. The symbols used are the same as in figure . If the
discrimination of a change in the center frequency of the spectral envelope was based
solely on a mechanism that compares level changes in the frequency components of
the stimuli, we would expect the jnds to be inversely proportional to the spectral slope.
The three points in each curve of figure  would then form a straight line with a slope
of -. With increasing spectral slope, components in the slopes of the spectral envelope
are decreased and may be masked by large components. Such an effect would disturb
the inverse proportionality of jnd and spectral slope. For the center frequencies 
and Hz, the average jnds approximate a straight linewith a slopeof -. AtFC = 
and  Hz, the jnds for the VL condition decrease with increasing spectral slope,
though less regular. At these center frequencies a concave shape is seen in the RL jnds,
and at FC =  Hz the RL jnds increase with the spectral slope, indicating that in
these cases other effects play a role in the discrimination process.
Alternatively, we can consider the present stimuli and data in the time domain.
Thewaveformofa stimulus consistingof twoequally large components canbedescribed
as an amplitude-modulated tone with suppressed carrier. The waveform has a phase
change of  at the amplitude minimum that occurs once in each period of the
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fundamental. The amplitude minimum is exactly zero when the two components
have equal levels. When one component is decreased in level, the amplitude at the
minimum increases. However, the phase shift decreases below , so instead of pure
amplitudemodulation, amix of amplitude and phasemodulation is found. The depths
of these two modulation types are correlated for each stimulus. To obtain a useful
parameter, when considering the relation between the modulation depth and the jnd,
we use the following definition for the modulation depth: the relative decrease in the
absolute value of the amplitude between themaxima and the time halfway between two
maxima, expressed as a percentage. (Note that a minimum occurs at the time halfway
between two maxima.) With this definition, the modulation depth has a maximum
of % for two equally large components, and it decreases when the amplitude at
the minimum increases with a level change of one of the components. At FC = 
and  Hz the stimuli are amplitude-modulated tones with a carrier frequency equal
to the central component, and with intermediate modulation depth values. So, if we
describe the data in temporal terms, they imply that changes in modulation depth are
better discriminable in the vicinity of %modulation (i.e., for FC =  Hz), than
around % to %modulation (for FC =  Hz).
In a number of cases we see a ratio larger than . between the results under
the RL and the VL conditions. Clear cases are seen for FC =  and the slopes
of  and  dB/oct. For most subjects we observe a relatively large value for the
RL condition and a smaller one for the VL condition. Only subject JWH produced
a small jnd for both conditions. The large RL jnds for FC =  reflect the need to
increase the center frequency by more than  Hz, apparently in order to decrease
the level of the  Hz component relative to the  Hz component. (See figure 
panel (d): initially the level of the  Hz component is decreased relative to that of
the  Hz component; which apparently was inaudible for most subjects.) Figure 
illustrates that an overall level cue was available to the subjects under the VL condition.
At FC =  Hz a center-frequency difference of more then  Hz gives a substantial
overall level difference under the VL condition. So, in contrast to the RL condition, we
may assume that an overall-level cue was used under the VL condition.
In order to check when overall-level cues were used under the VL condition,
we measured the just-noticeable difference in level (jndL) for FC =  Hz and G =
 dB/oct. That is, a just-noticeable difference determined by changing only the
overall level of the stimulus and not the center frequency. We determined jndLs for
subjects JWH, JL and JTB. The jndLs ranged from . to . dB (comparable to the
jndLs of Viemeister and Bacon, ). Using the relation between FC and overall level
(plotted in figure ), the jndLs were translated into center-frequency jnds. These are
indicated in figure  by means of the filled diamonds. Next we made a prediction of
the VL jnds based on an overall-level difference of . dB. This prediction is indicated
by the solid lines in figure . For G =  dB/oct these predictions are not shown,
because they were all above %. In figure  we can find that the change in overall
level of the stimuli with a triangular envelope for  dB/oct as a function of FC is
minimal for FC =  Hz. Consequently, a relatively large jnd would be expected
contrary to the actual data. An overall-level difference of . dB would correspond
for G =  dB/oct and FC =  Hz to a center-frequency jnd of .%. In figure 
we see that at FC =  Hz and G =  and  dB/oct the VL jnds are near
the prediction, whereas the RL jnds are considerably larger. To a lesser extent, this is
also true at the center frequencies  and  Hz for G =  and  dB/oct.
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Therefore, the overall-level information available under the VL condition seems to be
a good explanation for the discrepancy between the shapes of the curves for the VL and
the RL jnds.
The possible effect of combination tones on the jnds has been investigated
for a limited number of cases. Subjects JWH, YW and JL provided additional jnds
for G =  dB/oct stimuli with a narrowband noise, which was added at either 
or  Hz. The noise was added to the stimuli at a level of approximately  dB above
absolute threshold. Subject JWH provided jnds with the  Hzmasker for the center
frequencies  and  Hz for the VL and the RL conditions. Subjects YW and
JL provided jnds for the  and the  Hz maskers for FC = , , 
and  Hz for the RL condition. It turned out that these jnds differed little (at the
most about the standard deviation of themeasurement) from the jnds withoutmasker.
One exception occurred for JWH at FC =  Hz in the RL condition, where the
jnd showed a rather drastic increase. This jnd has been plotted in figure  as the open
square symbol in the upper right panel. This partially-masked RL jnd has a value that
is comparable to the RL jnds of the other subjects at FC =  Hz. At the masker
frequency of  Hz, no stimulus component exists. Therefore, it seems likely that
in this case JWH used variations in a combination tone in the experiment without
masker. This is in contrast with the jnd of JWH at  Hz and the jnds of the other
subjects; apparently discrimination was not influenced by combination tones in these
cases.
A complicating factor is thatmore combination tonesmay exist, all of these being
harmonics of F. Consequently, they may interact with the stimulus components and
with each other. If we try to mask all these harmonics, we would also have to interfere
with the stimulus components. It was beyond the scope of the present investigation to
address this problem. Therefore, we only used the narrowband noises at  and 
Hz for the stimuli at G =  dB/oct. At  Hz no harmonic is present for stimuli
with slope G =  dB/oct, at  Hz the level of the harmonic is small.
For the CL condition (Constant Level), the measurements were performed with
only one subject (JL). Under this condition the overall levels of the reference and the
target tones used within each jnd measurement were equalized; therefore, no overall-
level information was available to the subject. For the same reason, the information
of the individual component levels (from the VL condition) was disturbed. The jnds
measured under the CL condition are given in figure  (CL: asterisks, solid line), along
with the replotted RL and VL jnds of subject JL. In most cases, these CL jnds follow
the VL jnds and show a constant ratio with the RL jnds. Discrepancies between the CL
and the VL jnds occur at the center frequencies of ,  and  Hz, for the slope
of  dB/oct. These are just the cases where an overall-level cue was probably used
under the VL condition, as was argued above. In summary, the shape of the curves for
the CL jnds conforms with those for the RL jnds, and the magnitude of the CL jnds
agrees with the VL data, when these are not confounded by overall-level information.
This also illustrates that, apart from the increased uncertainty caused by the roving
of the stimulus level, there was no essential perceptual difference between the VL and
the RL condition.
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Figure : Comparison of the jnds of subject JL, for the triangular spectral envelope, under the
condition CL (Constant Level), VL (Varying Level) and RL (Roving Level). The VL and RL jnds
are replotted from figure , the CL jnds are shown as asterisks, connected by a solid line. The
error bars in the left top corner indicate the mean standard deviations of the individual results
for the three conditions.
III. Experiment 2. The trapezoidal spectral envelope
The results of the second experiment are presented in figure . The style of this figure
and the symbol usage are the same as of figure . Here, each panel contains jnds for
nine different values of the center frequency. The CL condition (Constant Level) was
not examined, because overall-level variations were assumed to be too small to be
of influence (at the discrimination thresholds, the overall-level changes were usually
about . dB and always smaller than . dB).
On comparing the jnds for the VL and RL conditions, we see a roughly constant
ratio. Most jnds for the VL condition are up to a factor  smaller than those for the
RL condition. The average ratio between the jnds under the RL and the VL condition
is ., which is significantly larger than  (p < .). Moreover, for the trapezoidal
envelope there is less variation in this ratio than for the triangular envelope. Therefore,
the results of the trapezoidal envelope indicate even more strongly, than those of the
first experiment, that there is no essential perceptual difference between the VL and
the RL conditions.
In general, the jnds at FC = ,  and  Hz are smaller than those at
the other center frequencies (p < .). The averaged jnds at either FC = , ,
, or  Hz are the largest for each slope. The jnd as a function of FC is not always
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Figure : Jnds for the trapezoidal spectral envelope. Each row contains the jnds measured for one
value of the slope, showing individual results in four panels and the averages in one rightmost
panel. The error bars in the rightmost panel indicate the standard deviations of the averages. The
error bar in the left top corner indicates the mean standard deviation of the individual results.
The jnds for conditions VL (Varying Level) and RL (Roving Level) are shown with triangular
and circular symbols, respectively.
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locally symmetrical around FC =  and  Hz. Like for the triangular envelope,
this is probably due to the fact that FC is always changed upwards. At FC =  Hz
the stimuli with a trapezoidal envelope have three major components around FC and
smaller components flanking these large ones to both sides (see figure , panel e).
With an upward change of the center frequency of the spectral envelope, the level of
the leftmost major component decreases compared to the level of the other two large
components. At FC =  Hz the stimuli have two major components, again with
smaller components flanking these large ones to both sides (see figure , panel g).
With a small upward change of the center frequency the levels of these two large
components are unaffected and only the levels of the smaller components flanking
them change. Thus, relating the jnds to the shapes of the spectra indicates that jnds
are best when there are components which change in level which are relatively intense
(e.g., at FC =  Hz).
Figure : Average jnds for the trapezoidal spectral envelope replotted as a function of the spectral
slopeG forfivevalues of the center frequency.Eachpanel contains the results for theconditionsVL
(Varying Level) and RL (Roving Level). The error bars indicate the standard deviations of the
averages.
The dependence of the jnds on the spectral slope is shown explicitly for the
average jnds, replotted in figure  as a function of the slopeG for five center frequencies.
The symbol usage is the same as in figure . At the center frequencies  and  Hz,
the average jnds approximate a straight linewith a slope of -. At FC =  and Hz,
the jnds decrease with increasing spectral slope, though less regular. At the center
frequency of  Hz the relation between the jnd and the spectral slope is very
irregular, which indicates that masking effects probably play a role here.
As in the caseof the triangular spectral envelope,wecandescribe the stimuli in the
time domain. The waveform of a stimulus consisting of three equally large components
can be described as an amplitude-modulated tone. Themodulation depth is %, that
is, the waveform has a phase change of  at two amplitude minima that occur in
each period of the fundamental, and between these two minima the amplitude rises
to %of its original value at a local maximum.When the low-frequency component is
decreased in level, the local maximum decreases. In addition, the phase shift decreases
below , which gives rise to a mix of amplitude and phase modulation. To obtain a
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useful parameter, we use the same definition of modulation depth as in experiment .
(Note that here a local maximum occurs at the time halfway between two global
maxima.) Now, the aforementioned case will be described by a modulation depth
of % instead of %, and this modulation depth will increase with decreasing level
of the low-frequent component. At FC =  and  Hz the stimuli can be described
as % amplitude-modulated tones, as in the similar case of experiment . However,
withan increment in the center frequency the two largest components remainunaltered,
whereas only the smaller components around them show a level change. These smaller
components have no large effect on themodulation depth. So, if we describe the data in
temporal terms, they imply that changes in modulation depth are better discriminable
around % modulation depth (i.e., for FC =  or  Hz), than in the vicinity
of %modulation depth (for FC =  or  Hz).
IV. General discussion
Wehave argued in the previous sections that the constant ratio, between the jnds under
the VL and the RL conditions, implies that there was no essential perceptual difference
between these two conditions. On comparing the stimuli for these two conditions, it
is clear that their waveforms only differ in amplitude, not in shape. Therefore, when
considering the modulation depth, the VL and RL conditions do not differ; this is in
agreement with the data. For the triangular spectral envelope, discrimination is best
for modulation depths in the vicinity of %. For the trapezoidal envelope, however,
it is rather poor around %. For a more direct comparison of the jnds and the
modulation depth, the modulation depth has been calculated for each reference tone
and for the tone at discrimination threshold. The difference in modulation depth
between these two tones has been plotted in figure  as a function of the largest of these
twomodulation depth values, thus forming a graph of the just-noticeable decrement in
modulationdepth. For comparisonwehavedisplayeddata for an amplitude-modulated
pure tone of  kHz (Fleischer, ), and for amplitude-modulated noise (Wakefield
and Viemeister, ). The data fromWakefield and Viemeister have been transformed
to a decrement in modulation depth. From  to % modulation depth, we found a
reasonable agreement between the results for the triangular spectral envelope and those
of the other two studies. Near %modulation there is no clear correspondence; this
may be due to differences in the temporal envelope shapes used in the various studies.
So, the data from the literature give no decisive answer whether just-noticeable changes
in amplitude modulation can account for the very small jnds at FC =  Hz. These
small jnds could also be attributed to another process in the time domain (like changes
in the phase modulation or in the specific shape of the temporal envelope), or to a
spectral process. For the trapezoidal spectral envelope, no comparative studies were
found. Our data for this case show no clear correlation between jnd and modulation
depth. Therefore, it appears that amplitude modulation depth differences can only
account for the jnds of the stimuli with the triangular envelope and intermediate
modulation depth.
From a spectral point of view, the RL condition forces the subject to perform
some sort of profile comparison of the two spectra of the presented tones, rather than
comparing the levels of individual frequency components from stimulus to stimulus.
Because our results for the VL and the RL conditions are essentially the same, it is likely
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Figure : The difference in modulation depth for each combination of reference tone and the
target tone that coincides with the average jnd, as a function of the largestmodulation depth. The
dotted line displays data for amplitude-modulated noise with a modulation frequency of  Hz
of Wakefield and Viemeister (). These data have been transformed to a modulation depth
decrement. The dashed line gives data of Fleischer (), for an amplitude-modulated pure tone
of  kHz with a modulation frequency of  Hz.
that the subjects also used this form of profile comparison during measurements under
the VL condition (at least, when no overall-level information could be used). This
suggests a mechanism in which the ear compares the difference in level of neighboring
components in one stimulus with the difference in level of these components in the
second stimulus, rather than comparing the levels of individual frequency components
between the two stimuli. In other words, the ear performs a form of profile analysis of
the two stimuli under comparison (Ahumada and Lovell, ; Green, ).
Comparing the results for both spectral shapes, as they are plotted versus the
center frequency FC in the figures  and , we observe an essential difference in the
general shape of the curves. For the results of the triangular spectral envelope, the curves
tend to show a concave shape in the range of FC =  to Hz (we assume that this
concave shape repeats itself from FC =  to  Hz). The curves for the trapezoidal
spectral envelope, on the contrary, tend to show a convex shape over the frequency
ranges of FC =  to  Hz and FC =  to  Hz. The stimuli from figure 
panels (c) and (e) are similar in that they both give rise to the smallest jnds. However,
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when considering the relative positions of the components in the slopes of the stimuli,
panel (a) corresponds to panel (e), panel (b) to panel (f), etc. The trapezoidal envelopes
can be constructed from the triangular ones by shifting the high-frequency slope up
by  Hz, and inserting two components, with a level equal to the plateau, at the
vacated harmonic positions. In term of the jnds, the insertion of these two components
apparently shifts the correspondence in terms of the panels of figure . Therefore, the
discrimination cannot be explainedby effects that take place in either of the slopes of the
stimuli. The discrimination is found to be best in the situation of the panels (c) and (e)
of figure . In both these situations, two components of about equal size have a relative
change in level (the components at  and Hz for the triangles, and those at 
and  Hz for the trapezia). Furthermore, the best jnds for the triangular envelope
are smaller than those for the trapezoidal envelope. For a slope of  dB/oct, the small
jnds for the triangular and the trapezoidal envelope correspond with level changes in
the individual components of . to . dB, and . to . dB, respectively. So, the level
changes for the triangular envelopes are roughly a factor of two smaller than those
for the trapezoidal envelope. This suggests that, in the case of the triangular envelope,
information from both slopes, ormore specific, excitation changes with opposite signs,
can be combined in the discrimination process, whereas no combining of information
occurs for the trapezoidal envelope. This mechanism is illustrated in figure , where
we plotted the differences of the hypothetical excitations for each spectral envelope
shape, which were calculated using a place model (Patterson and Moore, ; Moore
and Glasberg, ). These excitations have been computed from the stimuli using a
linear filterbank with realistic bandwidth values from psychophysical measurements;
this mechanism disregards the phase information of the stimuli. For the trapezoidal
envelope, there is a small frequency interval of no excitation difference in the middle
of the curve (around  Hz). Such a neutral frequency interval is not seen for the
triangular envelope. So, we find that a placemodel candescribe themeasured jndsmore
accurately when it is extended with the assumption that detection of center-frequency
differences arises from the maximal excitation differences as they are indicated by
the arrows in figure . For the triangular envelope, this is the maximal excitation
difference spanning both positive and negative values. For the trapezoidal envelope,
this difference includes only negative or positive values. We conclude that combining
the positive and negative values is not possible here, due to the neutral interval around
the characteristic frequency of  Hz. This neutral interval is caused by the two large
andunaffected central components of the trapezium,which apparently prevent subjects
from combining information from both spectral slopes. In contrast, for the triangular
envelopes combining information from both slopes boosts performance to jnds that
correspond to level differences in the individual components of less than . dB. This
leads us to the conclusion that the profile analysis occurs over a limited frequency
range, though from our data it cannot be concluded whether this really is a strictly
spectralmechanism(as suggested above), or a temporalmechanismbasedonwaveform
changes within one frequency channel of the auditory system. Versfeld and Houtsma
(, ) performed an experiment with two-tone complexes in which they changed
the level of the two constituting components in opposite direction. The frequency
separation of the two components was one semitone (at FC =  Hz one semitone
is  Hz, which is comparable to our fundamental frequency of  Hz). They found
jnds of down to . dB in individual component levels. It is of interest to note that their
jnds increased with increasing separation between the two tones of the complex, which
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is in global agreement with our conclusion that optimal profile analysis occurs over a
limited frequency range.
In the case of the very small jnds for the triangular envelope, the center frequency
discrimination is partly affected when a large background noise is added to the stimuli.
The jnd for FC =  Hz and G =  dB/oct is increased by a factor of , when noise
and stimulus are about equal in level whenmeasured within a bandwidth of Hz (the
approximate width of the auditory filter at  kHz). At such a signal-to-noise ratio, the
initial amplitudemodulation of the stimulus is disturbed by the randomfluctuations of
the temporal envelope of the noise. The stimulus component levels, on the other hand,
can be estimated by spectral averaging. This suggests that at a low signal-to-noise ratio a
spectral rather than a temporal mechanism is used for the discrimination process used
for these jnds. From this argument it can, however, not be concluded that a spectral
mechanism is also used at a high signal-to-noise ratio.
Figure : The difference of the hypothetical excitations, for stimuli with a triangular spectral
envelope (top panel), changes sign abruptly near  Hz. For the trapezoidal spectral enve-
lope (bottom panel), there is a neutral frequency interval as the excitation difference changes
sign (around  Hz). The arrows indicate the maximum excitation differences used for the
modelling of the discrimination process.
As mentioned before, the results of the triangular spectral envelope tend to show
a concave shape for center frequencies lying between component frequencies, whereas
the curves for the trapezoidal envelope tend to show a convex shape in such areas.
When we compare the best and worst cases for both spectral shapes, it appears that
a level change in a large component relative to one or two other large components
can be heard best. When the level changes occur for a large and one or more smaller
components, the measured jnds are significantly larger. This indicates that the profile
analysis mechanism works better when the (two) components compared have about
the same level, in agreement with models by Maiwald () and Zwicker ().
An important principle in research on masking and profile analysis is the as-
sumption that the critical detection parameter is a change in level of the output of the
channel or critical band situated at or near the signal frequency. Early experiments were
done by Fletcher () and Ga¨ssler (), basically giving support to this critical band
concept. However, the data from Ga¨ssler could not be replicated by Spiegel () and
Horst and Ritsma (). Zera et al. () provided some data in support of the critical
band concept and other deviating from it. The very small jnds in the present data also
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suggest that other or more complicated mechanisms are involved. Berg et al. ()
and Green et al. () suggest that when narrowband stimuli are discriminated, other
factors such as pitch and temporal waveform provide important additional cues. The
cues that the subject used, or perceived, varied strongly during a jndmeasurement, due
to the initially large center-frequency differences. They could also differ strongly over
the various stimuli. It turned out to be very hard to keep track of the cues utilized. Sub-
jects contradicted themselves and each other. Differences in pitch, roughness, timbre,
loudness and durationwere all heard when the center-frequency differences were large,
but they tended to blend to a mere “just different” near the threshold. Due to the poor
correlation of all the descriptions, they seemed unreliable for use as a classification of
the cues that were used for each stimulus.We plan to pursue the issue of spectral versus
temporal explanations of the jnds in a subsequent paper.
The present data give another example of the observation that the jnds in center
frequency for narrowband stimuli are usually at least an order of magnitude smaller
than the bandwidths of auditory filters. Also the jnds are about an order of magnitude
smaller than appears necessary to, adequately, mutually compare, and identify the
vowels of a spoken sentence. This redundancy in performance provides us probably
with a large range of signal-to-noise ratios in which the auditory system can process
speech satisfactorily.
Our results for the triangular envelope at FC =  Hz resemble the jnds of
Horst et al. (). Their jnds are smaller for each value of the slope than the other
jnds for complex tones plotted in figure . The majority of these other jnds form
a band with a negative slope. The rest of our results are comparable to these data.
This indicates that the band with a negative slope represents jnds for broad spectral
peaks or non-optimal alignment of the center and the component frequencies. The
smallest jnds for the triangular envelope (FC =  Hz) represent jnds for the case of
an optimal alignment of center frequency and frequency components, which enabled
the subjects to combine the information from both spectral slopes. This provides an
explanation for the small jnds from Horst et al. (). In that investigation frequency
and fundamental were proportional; consequently the signal spectrum did not change
shape when it shifted along the frequency axis together with the center frequency. This
would cause positive and negative changes of the excitation with an abrupt transition
near the center frequency. And this, as argued above, would be the optimal condition
for discrimination.
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Appendix
The adaptive procedure used is a modification of an adaptive procedure introduced
for the Same-Different paradigm by Cardozo (). It converges at  percent correct
responses, as is illustrated in figure . In this figure the chances are shown of adapting
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Figure : The chances p(Down), p(Up) and p(Repeat) as functions of percent correct for the
adaptive procedure used in the experiments. The procedure converges toward the intersection
of the “Up”and the “Down” chances at  percent correct.
the frequency difference in the upward and the downward direction, and of keeping the
same frequency difference in the next set of trials, respectively p(Up), p(Down), and
p(Repeat). These chances are given as a function of the percent correct scores of the
subject. For a small percentage correct the “Up” chance is practically one, which means
the center-frequency difference is likely to be increased. For a large percentage correct
the “Down” chance is nearly unity, so the center-frequency difference is likely to be
decreased. Thus the center-frequency difference will converge toward the intersection
of the “Up” and the “Down” chances at  percent correct.
The first reason for using this procedure was the objective that a subject should
always be presented with at least four trials at a given center-frequency difference. This
gives the subject optimal opportunity to adjust to the stimuli, and to carefully search
for a cue. The subjects that participated in the present investigation experienced this
procedure as “comfortable” or “agreeable”.
The second reason for using this procedure was that it required only short
training periods of the subjects. This is probably connected with the fact that the
subjects were given ample opportunity to become acquainted with the stimuli and
search for a cue, at each center-frequency difference. No improvements in the scores of
the subjects were observed after a training period of six sessions of six jnd estimations
(i.e., about six hours of training).
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 Frequency discrimination of single-formant vowels
Abstract
Just-noticeable differences (jnds) in the center frequency of bandlimited harmonic
complexes were measured for normal hearing subjects. A triangular and a smooth
spectral envelope were used. The center frequency ranged from  to  Hz in
a region representing the first formant of vowels, and from  to  Hz in a
second formant region. The slope of the spectral envelope was either  or  dB/oct
for the first formant region and  or  dB/oct for the second formant region.
For the fundamental frequency of the complexes  and  Hz were used. Jnds
were determined for various phase relations between the individual components of the
complexes. For comparisonwe also determined jnds for aGaussianwhite noise that was
filtered with the same spectral envelopes as the harmonic complexes. A three-interval,
three-alternative forced-choice task was used. All measurements were performed with
roving stimulus level. Jnds found for center frequencies that were halfway between
two harmonics were smaller than those found for center frequencies that coincided
with a harmonic. The jnds for the noise bands were mostly between those of the two
aforementioned groups. Except for a small group of stimuli, the phase relations had
little effect on the jnds. The majority of the results for both the harmonic and the noise
band stimuli can be described by a model using a spectral profile comparison. Most
of the remaining data can be explained in the temporal domain from changes in the
temporal envelope of the stimuli.
Introduction
In order to investigate the ability of normal hearing listeners to discriminate spectral
changes in vowels, we have measured frequency discrimination for bandlimited tones
with a spectrum resembling that of a single vowel-formant (resonance peak). In vowels
of natural speech a number of formants can be recognized, the first two or three of
which characterize the vowel. The ability to hear changes in the character of a vowel
during pronunciation depends on the sensitivity of the ear to changes in these formant
frequencies. To gain understanding of the sensitivity for changes in formants, it is a
logical first step to study the sensitivity for center frequency changes in tones with just
a single peak in the spectrum. After investigating frequency discrimination for such
tones with different center frequencies, two ormore of these tones can be used together
to achieve a spectrum closer approximating that of a vowel. In a later paper we will
report on the frequency discrimination of the “formants” of such combined tones, in
relation to the known frequency discrimination of the constituting tones.
In the present paper we present an investigation of frequency discrimination for
stimuli in a first and in a second formant region. We used two shapes for the spectral
envelope shape: a triangular shape in a first experiment, and a more natural shape in
a second experiment. The triangular envelope shape was used before by Lyzenga and
Horst () for stimuli in the second formant region with a  Hz fundamental and
a sine phase relation. We used the fundamentals of  and  Hz; representative for
male and female speakers, respectively. Lyzenga and Horst used three values for the
spectral slopes; from these three values we chose the two most realistic values for the
present stimuli. Lyzenga and Horst found that the position of the center frequencies
relative to the harmonics was an important parameter, so we chose two dissimilar
values for this parameter.
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The role of the phase spectrum on the processing in hearing has been studied
in several investigations. In general, it appears that differences in phase spectrum can
be heard when they lead to audible differences in temporal envelopes (Duifhuis, ).
Effects have been reported e.g. in masking (Duifhuis, ), pitch (Ritsma and Engel,
; Moore, ), pitch perceptibility (Bilsen, ; Lundeen and Small, ), timbre
(Plomp and Steeneken, ), and frequency discrimination (Hoekstra and Ritsma,
; Moore and Peters, ). The effects are often not strong, and occasionally no
effects were found (Patterson, ). In recordings of responses to sound in single
auditory nerve fibers, strong influence on the period histograms (Horst, Javel and
Farley, ) and interspike-interval-histograms can be found (Horst, Javel and Farley,
). Goldstein and Srulovicz () have suggested that inter-spike intervals play an
important role in frequency discrimination. Therefore, we deemed it worthwhile to use
various phase spectra in the present investigation on discrimination of the frequency
of formants.
Lyzenga and Horst () measured jnds for bandlimited harmonic tones with
a triangular and a trapezoidal spectral envelope (on a log-log scale). They used center
frequencies near  kHz and a fundamental of  Hz; therefore, the components of
their stimuli were not resolved by the auditory periphery. The stimulus components
were added in sine phase. They used three values for the spectral slope (, ,
and  dB/oct). Near  kHz they chose five to nine center frequencies in such a
way that the center frequency was either located at a harmonic, or at a distance of one
quarter, onehalf, or three-quartersof the fundamental frequencyaboveaharmonic.The
distance between the center frequency and the harmonics was a major influence on the
jnds, and divided the jnds into two groups: the smallest jnds under each conditionwere
found when the center frequency was halfway between two harmonics for the triangles
and when it coincided with a harmonic for the trapezia, i.e. when the largest changing
componentswere of approximately equal level. The jndsunder these conditions showed
an inverseproportionalitywith the slope.A similar inverseproportionalitywas foundby
Horst et al. (). They used a proportional change in the center and the fundamental
frequency, whereas these two parameters were independent in the experiments of
Lyzenga andHorst. Because of the correspondence between both the spectral envelopes
and the jndsofboth studies, LyzengaandHorst suggestedamodified versionof theplace
model (see below for a detailed description) as a possible mechanism underlying the
discrimination for these jnds. In this modified place model, the excitation differences
caused by both the low and the high frequency slopes of the stimuli were combined to
increase sensitivity (see figure  of Lyzenga and Horst, ). This combination was
proposed to be stimulus dependent, so as to work well for the triangular stimuli, but
poorly for the trapezoidal stimuli, where the upper and lower flanks were separated by
a central plateau. Their data, however, were not sufficiently extensive to decide whether
the discrimination mechanism was strictly spectral, or whether a temporal mechanism
was involved, based onwaveformchangeswithin one frequency channel of the auditory
system. The jnds for the remaining conditions in the study of Lyzenga and Horst did
not behave inversely proportional with the slope. For the triangular envelope, however,
these jnds correlated very well with the amplitude modulation depth: the modulating-
power difference between just-noticeably different stimuli showed a linear correlation
with the initial modulation depth. For the trapezoidal envelope the jnds correlated
reasonably well with the modified place model. For these stimuli this model is in fact
equivalent to the original (i.e. non-modified) place model.
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The modified place model used by Lyzenga and Horst () consists of a lin-
ear filter bank followed by a detector of level differences. The filter bank consists






( + pg) exp( pg), where : g = jf   cf j /cf , ()
and : p = .Q
The spacing of the center frequencies of these filters is linear below, and loga-
rithmical above,  Hz. To form an excitation pattern, the outputs of the filters of all
channels are converted to a level Ln in dB (Fletcher, ). As a representation of the
absolute threshold, a noise floor of power  (i.e. a level of  dB) is added to the output
power of each filter before the conversion to dB:











where S(f ) denotes the amplitude spectrum of the stimulus. The level difference
detector compares the excitation patterns for two tones (Zwicker, , Patterson and
Moore, ). This detector has been modified for the application of the model to
experiments with roving stimulus levels. In the original place models this detector
judges two tones to be perceptually different when somewhere a difference of  dB can
be found between the two excitations, regardless of the sign of this difference. One
consequence of this strategy is that an increase of  dB in the level of a stimulus leads to
a detectable difference, which is in accordance with the often reported  dB overall-level
jnd. In experiments with roving stimulus levels, subjects have to ignore overall-level
information, so, a different strategy is needed. The strategy chosen by Lyzenga and
Horst is to roughly equalize the excitation levels (bymatching their overall levels), then
to sum the maximum positive excitation difference and the maximum value of the
absolute negative difference (as indicated by the arrow in the upper panel of figure ,
Lyzenga and Horst, ), and lastly, to compare this sumwith the detection threshold.
Alongside their modified place model, Lyzenga and Horst () used the am-
plitude modulation depth of the stimuli to explain the jnds for part of their stimuli. To
verify their findings, an extended group of such stimuli is used in the present study. Al-
ternative explanations may be found in differences in the frequency-modulation depth
of just-noticeably different stimuli, or in differences in their EWAIF or IWAIF values
(the Envelope-Weighted, or Intensity-Weighted Averaged Instantaneous Frequency;
Feth, ). These possibilities will be considered in the General Discussion.
In the present paper, we use both the triangular spectral envelope and a broader,
more natural envelope shape. For this natural shape we chose the specifications of the
Klatt synthesizer (Klatt, ). With one formant peak, this shape spreads out over
a broad spectral band at low component levels, with a sharp peak in the component
levels near the formant frequency. Stimuli with comparable spectral shapes have been
used by Stevens () and Gagne´ and Zurek (). Stevens studied just-noticeable
differences (jnds) for changes in the frequency of a single exponentially damped wave.
The spectrum of such a tone resembles the spectral envelope of one formant of a
vowel. Unfortunately, the effective duration of these tones depends on the bandwidth,
so, some care has to be taken when comparing these results directly with frequency
jnds of stimuli with fixed duration. Gagne´ and Zurek used RLC-type resonance filters
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to bandlimit harmonic sequences that had either a  or  Hz fundamental. They
used center frequencies from  to  Hz, so, in contrast to the stimuli used by
Lyzenga and Horst (), the components of their stimuli were well resolved. Gagne´
and Zurek found that their jnds corresponded reasonably well with the expectations
of a place model. In their investigation, and in that of Stevens, jnds were found to
decrease with the slope, from roughly % down to .%, but less steeply than was
found by Horst et al. (). (The jnds of Gagne´ and Zurek are corrected in value to
correspond with a d0 of , as all jnds in the present study.) The jnds of the former
two studies corresponded roughly with those found by Lyzenga and Horst for both
the triangular and the trapezoidal spectral slope, under conditions where the largest
changing components were of unequal level.
To enable a comparison of jnds for harmonic stimuli with those for stochastic
stimuli,we investigate the jnd forGaussianwhite noises that are filteredwith the spectral
envelopes of the harmonic stimuli. These stochastic stimuli resemble single-formant
“vowels” from whispered speech. For comparable stimuli, jnds were investigated by
Michaels (), Moore (), and Gagne´ and Zurek (). Gagne´ and Zurek found
for filtered white noise bands with a center frequency of  Hz that jnds (corrected
in value to correspond with a d0 of ) decreased from % to .% for slopes increasing
from  to  dB/oct. Michaels and Moore measured frequency difference limens for
narrow bands of noise with the bandwidth of the spectral envelope as a parameter.
Michaels varied the bandwidth by adjusting the Q-factor of an analog filter with
a center frequency of  Hz. Moore directly varied the bandwidth of a rectangular
spectral envelopewith a center frequency of  kHz. They both found that jnds decreased
from .% to approximately .%when decreasing the bandwidth from  Hz to  Hz
(Michaels), or Hz (Moore). For smaller bandwidths the jnds remained between .%
and .%. So, the jnds appear to depend on the bandwidth rather than on the shape of
the spectral envelope. Both researchers proposed a temporal model for the description
of their data. With the same subjects and apparatus both found a constant-level pure-
tone jnd of .%.
Lyzenga and Horst () performed their experiments with both a roving and
a non-roving measurement paradigm. They found a roughly constant ratio between
the jnds for these two paradigms; the jnds for the roving condition were typically a
factor of . larger. They argued that this difference was due to the increased stimulus
uncertainty of the roving-level condition. Correcting the results of the roving-level
condition with this factor then yields identical jnds for both measurement paradigms.
This implies that for both paradigms the same discrimination mechanisms must have
been used. Because of the disturbance of overall-level information under the roving-
level condition, these mechanisms have to ignore the overall-level. Therefore, when




Two experiments were carried out using bandlimited harmonic complexes as stimuli.
In experiment  the shape of the spectral envelope was triangular on a log-log scale.
In experiment  we used a smoothed envelope shape, equal to the shape of a single
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formant as generated by the digital Klatt synthesizer (Klatt, ), which we called the
Klatt envelope. For both envelope shapes two values for the fundamental frequency
(F) of the harmonic complexes were used:  and  Hz. We used two ranges of
center frequency (FC) values: one in the region of the first and one in the region of the
second formant. Two values for the slope (G) were employed for both formant regions:
 and  dB/oct for the first region and  and  dB/oct for the second region.
For the Klatt envelopes, these slope values corresponded with the steepest parts of the
spectral slopes. Under each condition jnds were measured for two center frequencies:
one at a harmonic component, and one halfway between two harmonic components.
In the first formant region these center frequencies were  and either  or  Hz,
and in the second formant region they were  and either  or  Hz. In
experiment  we used two phase relations between the harmonics of the complexes:
the sine-phase, and a random-phase. For one subject, jnds were also investigated for
the negative Schroeder-phase relation (Schroeder, ), which produces stimuli with
a maximally flat temporal envelope. In experiment  we used the same three phase
relations, and in addition we used the phase relation as it is generated by the digital
Klatt synthesizer (hereafter called the Klatt-phase relation). Figure  gives the stimulus
spectra for both spectral envelope shapes. We also investigated the jnd for a Gaussian
white noise that was filtered with the spectral envelopes shown in figure .
Figure : The spectra of the stimuli used. The first two columns show the stimuli for the first, and
the last two columns for the second formant region. The upper two rows display the stimuli with
the shallow slopes:  dB/oct for the first, and  dB/oct for the second formant region, and
the lower two rows those with the steep slopes:  dB/oct for the first, and  dB/oct for the
second formant region. The dotted lines indicate the spectral envelopes according to the Klatt
synthesizer (), the slanting solid lines indicate the triangular spectral envelopes.
The stimulus generation and presentation procedures were equal to those de-
scribed by Lyzenga and Horst () for the Roving Level condition. For both the
triangular and the Klatt envelopes, the spectral envelope shape was calculated first,
after which the harmonic components were added with the appropriate amplitude and
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phase. For the noise stimuli and the stimuli with random-phase relations, three sets
of stimuli were made with different random relations. During the measurements each
stimulus was picked at random from one of these three sets. In this way the correlation
between the stimuli was reduced.
B. Procedure
The jnds were measured using an adaptive three-interval, three-alternative forced-
choice method (IFC). Before the actual jnd measurements, the absolute threshold
of the reference tone was estimated, after which stimuli were presented at a level
about  dB above this threshold.We added a pink background noise to the stimuli at a
level of - dB relative to the stimuli, when measured with a -Hz bandwidth for the
first formant region, and with a -Hz bandwidth for the second formant region.
These bandwidth values approximate the critical bands for both formant regions
(Scharf, ); therefore, this procedure produced background noise levels close to
the absolute thresholds. We used a “Roving Level” (RL) condition for the levels of all
the tones. In this condition the levels of the stimuli were randomized, around one fixed
level value, within trials over a -dB range in .-dB steps (Henning, ). The sets
of stimuli (containing a reference and twelve targets) used in each jnd estimation were
of roughly constant loudness. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that any remaining
overall-level information, that the subjectsmight have used as a discrimination cue, will
have been disturbed by the -dB rove. The background noise was varied in level along
with the roved stimulus, keeping the signal-to-noise ratio in the stimulus constant.
The adaptive procedure by which the jnds were estimated was equal to the one
used, and described in detail, by Lyzenga and Horst (). In short, subjects were
asked to identify the odd tone in a series containing two reference tones and one
target tone with a higher center frequency. They were given immediate feedback. The
frequency difference between the target and the reference tones was adapted according
to decision rules that were chosen so that the procedure converged at % correct
responses, which corresponds to a d0 of  for the IFC paradigm. Data were collected
until the direction of the center frequency adaption was reversed five times. On the
average, one jnd measurement contained about  trials. The whole set of jnds was
measured three times (involving at least  trials per jnd), in a pseudorandom order
for the two groups of stimuli with either the triangular or the Klatt envelope. The jnds
were estimated from the averaged scores with the same algorithm as used by Lyzenga
and Horst (). Since the subjects’ bias toward one of the three signal intervals was
found to be very small, it has been neglected in the calculations.
C. Subjects
Six normal-hearing subjects participated in the experiments. All were adults, four
female and twomale, with ages ranging from  to  years. Four subjects participated
in experiment ; three of these subjects performed a series of jnd estimations for two
phase relations and for the filtered noise bands. For subject JL the Schroeder-phase
was also included. Six subjects participated in experiment . All subjects performed a
series of jnd estimates for two phase relations and for the filtered noise bands, except
for subject JWH who participated for one phase relation and for the noise bands, and
for subject JTB who participated for two phase relations. Of these six subjects, five had
participated in frequency discrimination experiments before, the novel subject was
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trained before data collection. For all six subjects no improvements in the scores were
observed during the course of the measurements.
II. Experiment 1. The triangular spectral envelope
The results of the first experiment are presented in figure . Each column contains the
just-noticeable differences, measured for one region of the center frequency and one
value of the slope, in four panels with individual results. The rows contain the jnds for
the four combinations of formant frequency and slope. Each panel contains jnds for
two values of the center frequency: one coinciding with and one halfway between the
signal components, denoted as /|\ and /||\, respectively. The smaller value of these
pairs of center frequencies is plotted on the left and the larger on the right, except for
the first formant region with the -Hz fundamental. Here the center frequencies are
plotted in reversed order (i.e.  Hz,  Hz). For the -Hz fundamental, the jnds
for the sine-phase, random-phase and Schroeder-phase relations are shown as square,
circular, and hour-glass symbols, respectively. For the -Hz fundamental, the jnds for
these three phase relations are shown as triangular-up, triangular-down, and umbrella
symbols. For clarity, the jnds for the -Hz and -Hz fundamentals are connected
by a solid and a dashed line, respectively. Only subject JL contributed jnds for the
Schroeder-phase relation. The jnds for the filtered noise bands are shown as asterisks,
connected by a dotted line. For the noise bands the value of the center frequency relative
to the position of the harmonics is not relevant; we chose  and  Hz for the first
formant and  and  Hz for the second formant, plotted at the positions /|\
and /||\, respectively.
The average jnds for the sine-phase and the random-phase relations are shown
in figure . Each row contains average jnds for one of the four combinations of formant
frequency and slope. The columns on the left and on the right contain averages for the
fundamentals of  and  Hz, respectively. For clarity the jnds for the sine and the
random phase are connected by a solid and a dashed line, respectively. The averages for
the filtered noise bands (the asterisks) are connected by a dotted line. For comparison,
the predictions of the modified place model (see the Introduction) are shown for each
condition by means of the little line segments at the sides of each panel. The settings
of this model were: a Q of  for the Roex-filters, and a threshold of  dB. With this
modified place model much of our data, of both the first and the second experiment,
can be approximated successfully. The predictions of this model are introduced in
figure  to enable easy distinction of the jnds that are in agreement with this model
from those that require a different explanation. The solid and the dotted line segments
represent the expected jnds for the harmonic stimuli and the noise bands, respectively.
In the region of the first formant (FC   Hz), the average jnds for the
filtered noise bands are .% for a slope of  dB/oct, and .% for a -dB/oct slope.
These values imply just audible level differences in the flanks of the stimuli of . dB
and . dB, respectively. The noise-band jnds for the center frequency of  Hz are
almost a factor of two larger than those for the -Hz center frequency (averaged
over the individual results this is a factor of ., and is significantly larger than unity
with p < .). A likely explanation for this difference arises from the specific random
phases of the noise bands: the perceived pitch of the noise bands is found to vary
slightly with the different phase relations, which affects the jnds. In the second formant
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Figure : Individual jnds for the triangular spectral envelope. Each column contains the jnds
measured for one formant region and slope combination, showing individual results in four
panels. The error bar in the right top corner indicates the mean standard deviation of the indi-
vidual results. The jnds for the -Hz fundamental with the sine-phase, the random-phase and
the Schroeder-phase relations are shown as square, circular and hour-glass symbols, respectively.
For clarity, these symbols are connected by solid lines. The jnds for the -Hz fundamental,
for the same three phase relations are shown as triangular-up, triangular-down and umbrella
symbols, respectively. These symbols are connected by dashed lines. The jnds for the noise bands
are shown by the asterisks, connected by a dotted line.
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Figure : Average jnds for the triangular spectral envelope. The rows show jnds for the same
parameters as in figure . The left column contains the averages for the -Hz, and the right
column for the -Hz fundamental. The meaning of the symbols is the same as in figure . For
clarity, the jnds for the sine phase are connected by a solid line, and those for the random phase
by a dashed line. The error bars indicate the standard deviations of the averages. The little solid
and dotted line segments at the side of each panel indicate the predictions of the modified place
model for the harmonic stimuli and the noise bands, respectively.
region (FC   Hz) the average jnds are .% and .% for the slopes of 
and  dB/oct, respectively. These jnds correspond to level differences in the flanks
of the stimuli of . and . dB. So, in all cases we find that a level difference of slightly
over dB is necessary for discrimination.When comparing the jnds for the filtered noise
bands with the predictions of the modified place model, we see a good correspondence
in the three upper-most rows of figure . For the stimuli with a -dB/oct slope in the
second formant region, the modified place model predicts somewhat larger jnds than
were measured.
When considering the average jnds for the harmonic stimuli in the first formant
region, we find no significant influence of the phase relation and the fundamental, and
a modest, but significant (p < .), influence of the position of the center frequency
relative to the harmonics. The jnds for the slope of  dB/oct are nearly a factor of
two smaller than those for corresponding conditions with the -dB/oct slope (on
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the average this factor is ., and is significantly larger than unity with p < .). An
exception to these observations is found for the -Hz fundamental with the -
dB/oct slope when the center frequency lies at a signal harmonic. Here we find very
large jnds. Note that this also holds for the individual jnds in figure , including those
for Schroeder phase of subject JL. These large jnds can be easily understood in terms
of a place model when we consider the spectrum of the harmonic stimuli for this
condition (see figure , panel h). The spectrum of the reference tone contains only one
frequency component at  Hz. A considerable increase in the center frequency (of
about  Hz) is needed to make a second component appear at  Hz; because of
the loudness correction and the roving stimulus level, there is no perceptual change in
the stimulus until this second component appears. When comparing the jnds for the
harmonic stimuli of the first formant region with the predictions of the modified place
model, we see a good correspondence.
For the second formant region the situation is more complex. For the slope of
 dB/oct, the phase relations affect the jnds when the center frequency lies halfway
between two harmonics. For the -Hz fundamental, a large difference is seen between
the average jnds for both phase relations, which is also significantly present in the
individual results of figure  (p < .). For the -Hz fundamental, a small difference
is seen between the jnds for the sine and the random phase. Such a difference can also
be found in the individual results, though not in the same direction for all subjects.
As a consequence, the difference between the average jnds is not significant. So, even
though the average jnds are near the predictions of the modified place model, we find
some influence of the phase relations on the individual jnds.When the center frequency
coincides with a harmonic, we see a good correspondence between the average jnds
and the predictions of the modified place model for the -dB/oct slope. For the slope
of  dB/oct we find a consistent influence of the position of the center frequency
relative to the harmonics: when the center frequency coincides with a harmonic,
the jnds are significantly larger than those for center frequencies halfway between two
harmonics (p < .). The jnds double when the fundamental is increased from Hz
to  Hz (p < .), and there is no significant influence of the phase relations on the
jnds; this seems in good agreement with the concept of a place model, but all jnds are
smaller than the predictions of the model. So, even though no influence of the phase
relations is seen on the jnds, temporal effects may have influenced the jnds.
In summary, all jnds of the noise bands correspond with level differences of
just over  dB in the flanks of the stimuli. Under most conditions, they show good
correspondence with the modified place model. For the jnds of the harmonic stimuli
in the first formant region, we find no influence of the phase relation, and they are in
good correspondence with the modified place model. In the second formant region we
find phase effects for the slope of  dB/oct when the center frequency lies between
two harmonics. For the -dB/oct slope, we find a strong influence of the position
of the center frequency relative to the harmonics. Here we find poor correspondence
with the modified place model.
In the first and second formant regions (near . and  kHz) the critical band-
widths are approximately  and  Hz, respectively (Scharf, ). So, from the first
to the second formant regions of this study, the critical band doubles roughly. A factor
of two is also present in the stimulus parameters. Therefore, in terms of the critical
band, several stimuli of the first formant region are roughly similar to those of the
second formant region. First, a factor of two is present in the fundamental of  Hz
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combined with the slope of  dB/oct (figure , panels a and b) as compared to the -
Hz fundamental in combination with the -dB/oct slope (figure , panels m and n).
Second, it is present in the -Hz fundamental combined with the -dB/oct slope
(figure , panels c and d) as compared to the -Hz fundamental in combination with
the -dB/oct slope (figure , panels o and p). (For this reason the abscissa scales of the
leftmost and rightmost columns of figure  differ by the same factor of , which gives
the stimuli of the compared groups the same appearance in this figure.) So, in terms of
spectral resolution of the ear, these two combinations of conditions are roughly similar.
Therefore, a spectral explanation of the discrimination process can only be viable when
the jnds for the harmonic stimuli are roughly similar too. For the first combination
(with the shallow spectral slopes), the jnds for the first formant region are plotted in
panel a of figure , and those for the second formant region in panel g. These jnds
are similar when the center frequency coincides with a harmonic. When the center
frequency lies between two harmonics, the jnd for the sine-phase condition of the
second formant region is somewhat smaller than the others. Here we find phase effects
in the individual jnds, indicating that the phase relation influences the discrimination
process. For the second combination (with the steeper spectral slopes), the jnds for the
first formant region are plotted in panel b of figure , and those for the second formant
region in panel h. These jnds are similar when the center frequency coincides with a
harmonic. When the center frequency lies between two harmonics, the jnds for the
first formant region are much larger than those for the second formant region (.%
and .%, respectively). This indicates that for the second formant region temporal
aspects of the stimuli are likely to play a role in the discrimination process.
III. Experiment 2. The smoothed spectral envelope
The results of the second experiment are presented in figure . The format of this
figure is the same as that of figure . Each column contains six panels with individual
results. The meaning of the symbols is the same as in figure . In addition, the jnds for
the Klatt-phase for the -Hz and the -Hz fundamentals are shown as diamond
and picnic-table symbols, respectively. All subjects contributed jnds for two or three
conditions in such a way that three subjects participated for the sine, the random, and
the Klatt phase, two subjects for the Schroeder phase, and five for the noise bands.
The averages of the results are shown in figure . This figure has the same
format as figure . For clarity, the jnds for sine-phase, random-phase, Klatt-phase, and
Schroeder-phase relations are connected by a solid, a short dashed, a medium dashed
and a long dashed line, respectively. Note that, due to the distribution of subjects over
the various conditions, the averages for each phase relation and for the noise bands
are calculated over different groups of subjects. The predictions of the modified place
model are shown for harmonic stimuli and for noise bands at the sides of the panels
with the little solid and dotted line segments, respectively.
For the first formant region, the average jnd for the noise bands is .% for
the slope of  dB/oct, and .% for the -dB/oct slope. In the steepest part of the
spectral slopes of the stimuli, these jnds correspond to level differences in the flanks of
the stimuli of . and . dB, respectively. For the second formant region, the average
jnd for the noise bands is .% for the slope of  dB/oct and .% for the -dB/oct
slope, corresponding to a maximal level difference of . and . dB, respectively. The
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Figure : Individual jnds for the Klatt spectral envelope. The format of this figure, and the
meaning of the symbols are the same as in figure . The jnds for the Klatt-phase relation are
shown as diamonds for the -Hz fundamental, and as picnic-table symbols for the -Hz
fundamental.
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Figure : Average jnds for the Klatt spectral envelope. The format of this figure is the same as
in figure , the meaning of the symbols is the same as in figure . The error bars indicate the
standard deviations of the averages.
values for both the jnds and the level differences are quite similar to those found for
the triangular spectral shapes. When comparing the jnds for the filtered noise bands
with the predictions of the modified place model, we see that the measured jnds are
somewhat smaller than the predictions. This difference is largest for the -dB/oct
slope of the second formant region, which implies that the present modified place
model may not be applicable to these jnds.
In the averaged results for the harmonic stimuli in the region of the first formant,
we find no significant influence of the phase relation on the jnd for the -Hz
fundamental (in the individual jnds, the averaged ratios between the jnds for the sine
phase and the other phase relations do not differ significantly from unity). These jnds
are not significantly affected by the position of the center frequency relative to the
harmonics. They are all larger than those for the noise bands, indicating that the level
changes in the slopes of the spectral envelopes cannot be detected optimally due to
the large spacing of the components. For the -Hz fundamental, we seem to find an
influence of the phase relations on the average jnds. However, this effect is apparently
caused by the distribution of the subjects over the various phase relations, since the
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individual results in figure  show no significant phase effects. So, in this case the phase
effects shown by the average jnds are artifacts of the averaging. When we ignore the
thus caused spread in the jnds, we see a good correspondence between the jnds for the
harmonic stimuli of the first formant region and the predictions of the modified place
model.
In the second formant region, we find a clear influence of the phase relation on
the average jnds for the -Hz fundamental; this influence is found in the individual
results of four of the six subjects. It is systematic: for the sine phase the jnds for center
frequencies positioned at a harmonic are significantly larger than those for the other
phase relations (p < .), and for center frequencies between two harmonics they are
significantly smaller (p < .). For the -Hz fundamental no significant influence
of the phase relation on the individual jnds is found for the slope of  dB/oct: the
observed spread in the averages is due to the averaging over a different group of subjects
for each phase relation. For the -dB/oct slope, some influence of the phase relation
can be found in the individual jnds of figure , though not in the same direction
for all subjects. The observed spread in the averages, however, is largely due to the
averaging over different subjects for each phase relation. When comparing the jnds for
the harmonic stimuli with the predictions of the modified place model, we see a good
correspondence for the -Hz fundamental; correspondence is poor for the -Hz
fundamental.
In summary, all jnds of the noise bands correspond with a level difference in
the flanks of the stimuli of just over  dB. Nevertheless, these jnds are consistently
somewhat smaller than the predictions of the modified place model. For the harmonic
stimuli, we find no consistent influence of the phase relation on the jnds for the first
formant region in general, and we find small phase effects for the second formant
region in the case of the -Hz fundamental. Under these conditions, the jnds are
close to the predictions of the modified place model. For the second formant region
and the -Hz fundamental, we find clear phase effects in the jnds, indicating that
here the discrimination is influenced by a temporal process.
Like for experiment  we can compare the results of the first formant region
for the -Hz fundamental with those of the second formant region for the -Hz
fundamental. In terms of the critical bandwidth, the stimuli under these two conditions
roughly correspond with each other. A spectral explanation of the jnds can only be
viable when the jnds in the panels (a) and (b) of figure  are in agreement with those
in the panels (g) and (h), respectively. For both combinations, the jnds for the first
formant region are close to the corresponding ones for the second formant region.
Furthermore, these jnds are all in the vicinity of the predictions of the modified place
model.
IV. General discussion
A. Applicability of the place model
Whencomparing the jnds for theharmonic stimuli under the corresponding conditions
of both experiments as they are plotted in the figures  and , we find for both formant
regions that correspondence is best for the combination of the -Hz fundamental
and the shallow slope. For the combination of the -Hz fundamental and the steep
slope correspondence is worst. For the average noise-band jnds, resemblance is good
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for the corresponding conditions of both experiments. So, we find that correspondence
between the jnds of both experiments is better when the peaks of both spectra resemble
each othermore closely (see figure ). Aswas expected, we find smaller jnds for the steep
than for the shallow slopes, for the low than for the high fundamental, and for center
frequencies halfway between harmonics than for those coinciding with a harmonic.
For the second formant region, Lyzenga and Horst () suggested a modified
place model with a -dB excitation-difference threshold to explain their data for the
triangular spectral envelope with a center frequency halfway between two harmonics.
However, in the present experiments we often find phase effects for similar stimuli,
indicating a temporal rather than a spectral discrimination process. Below we will
propose a temporal discrimination mechanism that describes the jnds found for these
stimuli.
The model, suggested by Lyzenga and Horst () to explain their jnds for
stimuli with the trapezoidal envelope, is equivalent to an original (i.e. non-modified)
placemodel with an excitation-difference threshold of  dB. For a good correspondence
between place model predictions and the present data we need a modified place model
with a -dB threshold. (Bothmodels useRoexfilterswith aQ of .) For the stimuliwith
trapezoidal envelope used by Lyzenga and Horst the predictions of these two models







and the model predictions is . for the original place model, and . for the modified
place model (both summed over  jnds). For the present data the modified place
model describes the data considerably better; the squared relative error is . for the
original place model, as compared to . for the modified place model (both summed
over  jnds for experiment  and  jnds for experiment ). When disregarding the
above mentioned jnds for the second formant region with a center frequency halfway
between two harmonics, the squared relative error for the original place model is .,
and for the modified place model it is . (both summed over  jnds for the first
and  jnds for the second experiment). So, the use of the modified rather than the
original version of the place model greatly improves the accuracy of the modelling.
For the first formant region, we find that the modified place model provides a
good explanation of our jnds. This is in good agreement with the observations that for
both experiments the jnds of the first formant region show no phase effects and that the
jnds for the noise bands correspond with a level difference in the flanks of the stimuli
of just over  dB. Therefore, it is likely that spectral cues dominate the discrimination
process here.
In the second formant region for the -Hz fundamental, we find phase effects
in the jnds of both experiments. Under these conditions, three stimulus components
fall within one critical band (of  Hz), so their relative phases can influence the
waveform. This is in agreement with findings of Edwards and Viemeister (), and
of Narayan and Long (). Because of its insensitivity to the phase relations of the
stimulus components, the modified place model clearly cannot explain the data for
the -Hz fundamental. For the -Hz fundamental, we find good correspondence
between the predictions of the modified place model and the data for the stimuli with
the Klatt envelope and for those with the triangular envelopewith the -dB/oct slope.
However, for these conditions, except for theKlatt envelopewith center frequencies that
coincide with a harmonic, alternative explanations will be given below. The modified
place model fails to describe the data for the triangular envelope with the -dB/oct
slope.
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For the noise stimuli of the second formant region, we only find good agreement
with the predictions of the modified place model for the triangular envelope with the
slope of  dB/oct. We have tried various schemes for decreasing the discrepancies
between the jnds for the -dB/oct slope and the model predictions, such as using
steeper or different filters, using different rules for quantifying the excitationdifferences
(like comparing the threshold with the area under the excitation patterns, rather than
with the excitation differences at one or two positions), or introducing a non-linearity
into the model before the filter bank. We found that the discrepancies cannot be
reduced without interfering with the expected jnds for the harmonic stimuli of the
first formant region. Yet, all the noise-band jnds correspond with a level difference in
the flanks of the stimuli of just over  dB. From a spectral point of view, this implies
that the auditory filters near the center frequencies of the stimuli are steeper than the
slopes of the noise bands. With a Q of  the high-frequency slope of the Roex filter,
that was used in the modified place model, is about  dB/oct, which is much smaller
than the -dB/oct slope of the stimuli. Therefore, the present modified place model
fails to describe these data. One possible explanation for the small noise-band jnds for
the -dB/oct slope arises from the observation that these narrow noise bands start
to approximate pure tones with fluctuating amplitudes. This implies that for narrower
noise bands the jnd should approach, but remain slightly above, the pure-tone jnd
(for roving level experiments). For the slope of  dB/oct, our noise-band jnds are
between .% and .%. This is in good agreement with Michaels (), and Moore
() who found a limit of .% for noise bands with decreasing bandwidths. In both
experiments a constant-level pure-tone jnd of .% was found. They both proposed a
temporal explanation for their results, basedon inter-spike intervals and the integration
time of the auditory system in relation to the rate of the amplitude fluctuations.
B. Applicability of temporal models
We related the present jnds with changes in the amplitude modulation depth of the
stimuli. To do this we used a generalization of the concept used by Lyzenga and
Horst (). We extended their definition of modulation depth to: the decrease in the
absolute value of the temporal envelope over one fundamental period, expressed as a
percentage of the maximum absolute value of this envelope. The temporal envelopes
were calculated using the Hilbert transforms of the stimuli. We found reasonably good
correspondence between the modulation depth and the jnds for the stimuli of the
second formant region with the triangular envelope and a center frequency coinciding
with a harmonic (very similar to the results in the upper panel of figure  of Lyzenga
andHorst, ). However, correspondence was not found for the stimuli with the Klatt
envelopes. This may be connected with the often very irregular temporal envelopes of
the Klatt stimuli (see the left column of figure ). To smooth these temporal envelopes,
and to approximate the stimuli and their temporal envelopes as they appear within
separate frequency channels of the auditory system, we applied an “auditory” filter
to all the stimuli. For each stimulus, the center frequency of this filter was chosen
equal to that of the reference. We used a Roex filter with a Q of , as was also
used in the modified place model. After this auditory filtering, the correspondence
between the modulation depth and the jnd was good again for the triangles but still
poor for the Klatt stimuli. This is shown in figure . This figure shows the amplitude-
modulating power difference (the square root of the difference between the squares of
the modulation indexes) between the just-noticeably different stimuli as a function of
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the maximal modulation depth for the triangular (top panel) and the Klatt envelope
(bottompanel). For comparison data are displayed ofWakefield and Viemeister ()
for amplitude-modulated noise, and of Fleischer () for amplitude-modulated pure
tones.
Figure : The difference in modulating power for each reference and its just-noticeable target, as
a function of the largest modulation depth. The stimuli were filtered with a Roex filter with aQ
of . The dotted lines display data for amplitude-modulated noise with a modulation frequency
of Hz ofWakefield andViemeister (). These data have been transformed to amodulation
depth decrement. The dashed lines give data of Fleischer () for an amplitude-modulated
pure tone of  kHz with a modulation frequency of  Hz.
For the stimuli with a center frequency coinciding with a harmonic (open sym-
bols), the line described by the modulating power difference as a function of the
maximal modulation depth for the triangular envelopes coincides reasonably well with
the data of Wakefield and Viemeister () and Fleischer (). But these data only
function as an upper limit for modulation differences found for the Klatt envelope.
For these stimuli the differences in modulating power are mostly smaller than for the
triangles. The results in figure  may change when off-frequency auditory filtering is
used in the model. However, when the center frequencies are not chosen too remote,
the overall behavior will not bemuch affected. So, here we find a essential difference for
the bandwidth of the stimuli: for the triangular stimuli the modulation depth provides
a good explanation of the jnds found for stimuli with a center frequency coinciding
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with a harmonic, but for the Klatt stimuli this is not the case. When fitting the data
for these triangles (the open symbols) to a straight line using a least-squares method,
we find the relation: y = .  x + ., shown as the solid line in the upper panel of
figure . All data in the open symbols lie within %of this line. The actual model now
is defined as finding the center frequency difference that yields a modulation depth in
accordance with this line.
For the triangular stimuli of the first formant region, we found a correlation
between themodulation depth and the jnd only when no auditory filtering was applied
in the calculation of the modulation depths of the stimuli. Under these conditions,
the correlation between the modulating power and the jnd was comparable to the one
found for these stimuli in the second formant region. For the stimuli with the Klatt
envelope, the correlation found for the triangles only provided an upper limit for the
modulating power. After auditory filtering of the stimuli with a frequency equal to
their center frequency, the modulation depths and differences were negligible. For the
first formant region the critical bandwidth is about  Hz as compared to the 
and -Hz fundamentals. Therefore, all the stimuli are well resolved by the auditory
system, and modulation depth is not likely to be involved in the discrimination.
In analogy to the definition of amplitude modulation that we used, a definition
of the phase or frequency modulation can be formulated for the present stimuli: the
absolute shift in the phase over one fundamental period relative to a sinusoid with a
frequency equal to the center frequency of the stimulus. When the phase is expressed in
radians, this value is two times the frequency modulation index (m) for a sinusoidally
modulated pure tone. For both the first and the second formant regions, we did not
find any correspondence between the phase- or frequency-modulation depth and the
jnds.
Alternatives for explaining the jnds for harmonic stimuli might be found in































where T is the fundamental period of the stimuli, and Er(t) and Et(t) are the tem-
poral envelopes for the reference and the just-noticeably different target, respectively;
while fr(t) and ft(t) are the corresponding instantaneous frequencies. These instanta-
neous frequencies were calculated from the first order derivative of the instantaneous
phases generated by the Hilbert transforms of the stimuli. The envelope-weighted av-
eraged instantaneous frequency was introduced by Feth () to describe the pitch
of unresolved two-tone complexes. Many of our stimuli of the second formant region
are unresolved, and a number of them resemble two-tone complexes. If the EWAIF or
IWAIF fractions provide an explanation of the jnds, we expect a constant difference
for just-noticeably different stimuli. We calculated these frequency differences both
for the stimuli filtered with an auditory filter at their center frequency, and for the
unfiltered stimuli. For the auditory filtering, we used a Roex filter with a Q of . For
both the filtered and the unfiltered stimuli of the second formant region, the EWAIF
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and IWAIF fractions showed little correspondence with the jnds. So, neither EWAIF
nor IWAIF provides a viable explanation for our data.
For the stimuli in the second formant region with a center frequency halfway
between two harmonics (the closed symbols in both panels of figure ) neither the
modified place model nor the modulation depth provide an explanation of the data.
Under these conditions we often find a sudden change in the direction of the temporal
envelope of the triangular stimuli. These changes in direction occur when the temporal
envelope touches zero, where it shows a sharp notch. Such notches produce peaks in
the second order derivative of the temporal envelope, the size of which give a measure
of the sharpness of the notch. This is illustrated in the top half of figure  for triangular
stimuli with a fundamental of  Hz and a slope of  dB/oct. We see that the peaks
in the second order derivative depend strongly on the center frequency, and that they
are influenced in their size and shape by the phase relation of the components.
Figure : Temporal envelopes (left column) and their second order derivatives (right column)
shown for the triangular spectral envelope in the upper two rows, and for the Klatt envelope
in the lower two rows. Each panel shows curves for sine phase (solid lines), Schroeder phase
(long-dashed lines), and random phase (dotted lines). For the Klatt envelope, the Klatt-phase
relation is shownwith the short-dashed lines. The center frequency is indicated on the right. For
the triangular envelope with the center frequency of  Hz, we find peaks in the second order
derivatives for all three displayed phase relations.
The temporal envelopes of the stimuli with the Klatt envelope differ strongly
from those with the triangular envelope; the first behave very erratically, as do their
second order derivatives (see the bottom half of figure ). The differences between the
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two types of stimuli are much reduced when both are filtered with an auditory-filter
shape: we used a Roex filter with a Q of . We have tried a number of phase relations
for the auditory filter: zero phase, an arctangent phase, and (inspired by Kohlrausch
and Sander, ) an exponential phase with various amplitudes for the phase sweep.
The correspondence between the temporal model, as described in the next paragraph,
and the data was best for the exponential-phase relation shown in figure .
Figure : The amplitude and phase characteristic of the assumed auditory filter.
In the temporal model, the second order derivative of the filtered stimuli is
used to predict jnds for the second formant region. When a peak in the second order
derivative of the reference tone is present, the center frequency is increased until
this peak is reduced to a certain threshold value. Optimal correspondence between
model and data was found for a threshold equal to one-third of the initial peak value.
When the threshold is reached within a reasonable center frequency shift ( Hz), the
corresponding center frequency difference is taken as the expected jnd. This procedure
works only for stimuli with a center frequency halfway between two harmonics. When
the center frequency coincides with a harmonic, either no peak is present, or it does
not sufficiently change its size. In figure , the predictions of this temporal model
are compared with the jnds of the second formant region for both experiments. In
this figure only jnds under the conditions with center frequencies halfway between
two harmonics are considered. For the triangular envelope, the jnds plotted for the
Schroeder phase are the individual data of subject JL. For the random phase, under
the condition of the Klatt envelope with the -Hz fundamental and the -dB/oct
slope, the model failed to produce an expected value. However, under this condition
we find a good correspondence with themodified place model (see figure ). In general
we see a good correspondence between temporal model and data in figure . The
presence of phase effects in these data indicates that a temporal mechanism is used in
the discrimination process. The correspondence between the predictions of the present
model and the data indicates that such a temporal mechanism may well be based on
changes in the temporal envelopes of the stimuli.
This temporal mechanism shows analogy with a model proposed by Green
et al. () for spectral shape discrimination of narrow-band sounds. Their model
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Figure : The average jnds, for the second formant region and for center frequencies halfway
between harmonics, compared with the results of the temporal model. The averages are replotted
in the center of the panels, and the predictions of themodel are plotted at the sides, using the same
symbols for the phase relations as in figure . The column on the left displays this comparison
for the triangular envelope, and the column on the right for the Klatt envelope. The slope
is  dB/oct for the top row, and  dB/oct for the bottom row.
uses changes in the power spectrum of the temporal envelope as a discrimination
cue, whereas our model uses changes in the sharpness of the minima in the temporal
envelope. These two properties are related: a sharp change in the temporal envelopewill
produce one or more peaks in the high frequency region of the power spectrum of the
temporal envelope. When changing the center frequency of our stimuli, sharp changes
in the temporal envelopemay either appear or disappear, and so will the corresponding
peaks in the power spectrum of the temporal envelope. This is comparable to the
situations displayed in the bottom panels of the figures  and  of Green et al. (),
where peaks in the power spectrum are seen in the presence of a  dB signal, whereas
they are absent without the signal. The calculation of the power spectrum of the
temporal envelope of a tone requires an algorithm considerably more complex than
ours. Still, our method produced excellent agreement with the present data.
V. Conclusions
The jnds of the noise bands are mostly in agreement with the predictions of the
modified place model. For very narrow bands they approach the roving-level pure-
tone jnd. The jnds for the harmonic stimuli of the first formant region are in good
agreement with the modified place model. For the harmonic stimuli of the second
formant region, the explanation depends on the shape of the spectral envelope of the
stimuli and on the position of the center frequency relative to the harmonics. Here
we find three mechanisms involved in the discrimination process, where, under each
stimulus condition, the best performing mechanism determines the jnd. When the
center frequency coincides with a harmonic, the jnds for the Klatt envelope are in
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agreement with the modified place model, and those for the triangular envelope with
modulation depth differences. For the stimuli with a center frequency halfway between
two harmonics, we find good correspondence between the jnds and a temporal model
that is based on the sharpness or spikiness of the minima in the temporal envelope
(represented by the peaks in the second order derivative of the temporal envelope).
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 Frequency discrimination of two-formant vowels
Abstract
Just-noticeable differences (jnds) in the formant frequencies of synthetic two-formant
“vowels” were measured for normal hearing subjects. The jnds were examined for a
change in only the first or the second formant, and for a combined change of both
formants. For the combined change, we used twoquantitative relations between the two
formant frequencies; one inwhich the relative changes inboth formantswere equal, and
onewith a double relative change for the first formant. The formant frequencies ranged
from  to  Hz for the first, and from  to  Hz for the second formant. For
the slope of the formant peaks,  and  dB/oct were used for the first formant region,
combined with  and  dB/oct for the second formant region, respectively. For the
fundamental frequencies of the complexes  and  Hz were used. For the single
formant changes, two phase relations were used between the individual components
of the complexes; a “natural” phase relation, and a random-phase relation. These
results were compared to the jnds for a Gaussian noise that was filtered with the same
spectral envelopes as the harmonic complexes. For the combined formant changes
the jnds were measured for only the natural phase relation. A three-interval, three-
alternative forced-choice task was used. All measurements were performed with roving
stimulus level. For the single formant changes, the phase relations had no effect on
the results. These results for the harmonic stimuli as well as the noise bands can be
described by a model using a spectral profile comparison, in which information is
combined over a limited frequency range by comparing the spectral profiles of the two
presented stimuli. For the combined formant changes, the jnd could be explained by
combining the perceptual differences from the two separately changed formants. In
this combination these perceptual differences were summed as independent variables.
Introduction
This is the last paper in a series of three on formant-frequency discrimination for
synthetic vowels. The investigations were started using highly stylized vowels with just
a single formant (Lyzenga and Horst, ). By stepwise increasing the complexity of
the stimuli via more natural one formant vowels (Lyzenga and Horst, ), we have
now arrived at synthetic vowels containing two formants. The vowels in natural speech
contain a number of formants, the first two or three of which characterize the vowel. In
the present study, the formants of our two-formant vowels are either changed separately
or simultaneously in the same direction.
Lyzenga and Horst () investigated jnds for synthetic vowels with a single
formant near  Hz. Their stimuli had either a triangular or a trapezoidal spec-
tral envelope. They found that the position of the formant frequency relative to the
harmonics was an important influence on the jnd. For the triangular envelope, jnds
were smaller for formant frequencies halfway between two harmonics than for formant
frequencies at or near a harmonic. For the trapezoidal envelope, jnds were smaller for
formant frequencies coinciding with a harmonic than for formant frequencies between
harmonics. The splitting of the results into more than one group induced them to use
more than one model to describe their data. For the triangles, under the conditions
where the formant frequencies were not halfway between two harmonics, they pro-
posed a model based on the modulation depth of the stimuli. On the other hand, they
proposed a placemodel for the trapezia with formant frequencies not coincidingwith a
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harmonic. They suggested that amodified placemodel might describe their data under
the conditions where the formant frequency was halfway between two harmonics for
the triangles, and coinciding with a harmonic for the trapezia. So, to encompass all
explanations, they used a hybrid model.
The need to use a hybridmodelwas corroborated in a subsequent paper (Lyzenga
and Horst, ). In this paper they reported jnds for synthetic vowels with a single
formant in the range of either the first or the second formant. Again their stimuli
were characterized by two spectral envelope shapes, but now they used the triangular
envelope and a more natural envelope according to the Klatt synthesizer (Klatt, ).
They found phase effects in the jnds for the second formant region with a low fun-
damental frequency, indicating temporal discrimination processes. In accordance with
Lyzenga and Horst (), they found good correspondence between the jnd and the
modulation depth for the triangular stimuli with formant frequencies coinciding with
a harmonic. For such formant frequencies, their data for the Klatt-shaped envelopes
could be explained by a modified place model (with a detection threshold of  dB,
whereas Lyzenga and Horst, , used a threshold of  dB in all their place models),
in which information was combined over a limited frequency range by comparing
the spectral profiles of the two presented stimuli. (For the trapezoidal envelope that
was used by Lyzenga and Horst, , the predictions of the present modified place
model are very close to those of the place model that they proposed for these stim-
uli.) For the stimuli of the second formant region with a formant frequency halfway
between two harmonics, Lyzenga and Horst () found evidence for temporal dis-
crimination processes. For these stimuli, they proposed a discrimination model based
on the detection of changes in the sharpness of the minima of the temporal envelope
of the stimuli, which discords with the modified place model suggested by Lyzenga and
Horst (). One of the questions we wish to address in the present investigation is
whether it is necessary to use such combined spectral-temporal modelling to describe
formant-frequency discrimination for stimuli containing two formants.
In the present investigationwe combined two of the stimuli of Lyzenga andHorst
() with the Klatt-shaped envelope, to form a synthetic vowel with two formants. To
study the influence of the presence of a second peak in the spectrum, we investigated
the jnd while changing one formant and keeping the other stationary. So, either the first
formant was changed and the secondwas stationary, or vice versa. Earlier investigations
using vowels that containmore thanone formant, while changing them separately, have
been performed by e.g., Flanagan (), Mermelstein (), Kewley-Port andWatson
(), andHawks (). A large rangeof jndswas found in these studies. Flanagan, like
Kewley-Port andWatson, investigated jnds for a change of either the first or the second
formant for a range of widely spread formant frequencies. Kewley-Port and Watson
found jnds decreasing rather abruptly from  to % for formant frequencies from 
to  Hz and then gradually sloping to about % for a formant frequency of  Hz.
Over this range Flanagan found relative jnds decreasing from  to %. Mermelstein
() and Hawks () investigated jnds for single and combined changes of the
first two formants. The relative jnds Mermelstein found for a single change in the first
formant (%and .%)were slightly larger than those for a single change in the second
formant (.%and %). Hawks found jnds near % for a single change in both the first
and the second formant. All in all, in most of these studies jnds were larger for the first
than for the second formant region. However, because of the non-overlapping spread
of the parameter values used over all these studies, models that might describe the data
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cannot be easily tested using these results.
For the stimuli of the first experiment, we used an orderly set of parameters to
enable thorough testing of possible models to describe formant-frequency discrimi-
nation. Under a number of stimulus conditions, Lyzenga and Horst () found a
phase effect, which indicates that temporal discrimination processes were involved. To
check the occurrence of such temporal processes for the two-formant vowels, we used
two different phase relations between the harmonics of the stimuli. The first is the
phase relation as generated by the Klatt synthesizer. This condition resembles hearing
a speaker from close by. The second is a random-phase relation, more akin to hearing a
speaker in a room, where the original phase relation of the sound has been disturbed by
the added reflections of the walls. Since the position of the formant frequency relative
to the harmonics was found to be an important influence on the jnds, we employed
the two positions also used by Lyzenga and Horst (): at a harmonic, and halfway
between two harmonics. To enable easy comparison of the present jnds with their
single-formant jnds, we used the same two fundamentals and slopes as Lyzenga and
Horst.
In the second experiment we allowed both formants to change simultaneously.
We used two different relations between the two formant frequencies. With the choice
of these rules we tried to cover a range in which the changes in both formants were
roughly of equal influence on the discrimination. According to the first rule, the relative
change in the first formant was twice that of the second formant (F/F = F/F).
This rule was chosen to compensate for the fact that in most studies larger jnds were
found for the first than for the second formant region. According to the second rule,
the changes in the first and the second formant were chosen equal (F/F = F/F).
This rule was chosen because we expected that the jnds for the second formant would
be disturbed more by the presence of a first formant than vice versa (in many stimuli
the level of the first formant was much larger than that of the second formant). In
the stimulus generation, we used the same two fundamentals and slopes as in the first
experiment. Because of the large influence of the position of the formants relative to
the harmonics, we used both the position at a harmonic and halfway between two
harmonics for both formants.
Mermelstein () measured a few jnds for single and combined changes of
the first two formants. Hawks () investigated discrimination for single changes of
the second formant, and for a number of combinations of changes in the first three
formants. In a “pilot fashion” he measured jnds for single and combined changes
in the first two formants. Both Mermelstein and Hawks found smaller jnds for a
parallel combined change of two formants than for single changes of these formants.
Mermelsteinproposedamodel for thepredictionof jnds for combined formant changes
from the separate formant changes. In thismodel the frequency changes in the separate
formants are added as “independent parameters” to form a measure of the combined
frequency change. Forparallel formant changes,Hawksproposed a “weightedEuclidian
distance model” that predicts a jnd for combined formant changes directly from the
jnds for single formant changes. In the present study we will check for our stimuli




The experiments were carried out using bandlimited harmonic complexes as stimuli.
Weused a smoothed spectral envelope, equivalent to the shapeof two-formant vowels as
generated by the digital Klatt synthesizer (Klatt, ). The fundamental frequency (F)
of the harmonic complexes was either  or  Hz. We used two center frequencies
(FC) in the formant generation of the Klatt synthesizer: one in the region of the first and
one in the region of the second formant. The center frequencies of the formants were
chosen either to coincide with a harmonic, or in the middle between two harmonics.
For the stationary formant these positions will be referred to as the peak-relations 
and , respectively. In the first formant region the center frequencies were  and
either  or  Hz, and in the second formant region they were  and either 
or  Hz. Two combinations of values for the slope (G) were employed for the
formants: dB/oct for thefirst and dB/oct for the second formant, or dB/oct for
the first and  dB/oct for the second formant. Using the Klatt synthesizer, the relative
formant peak levels in the spectral envelope depend on the distance between these
two formants. Furthermore, the actual formant peak levels depend on the positions
of the formants relative to the harmonics. Because of this we found attenuations of
the second formant peak relative to the first between  and  dB (dependent of the
stimulus parameters). This is illustrated in figure , in which some examples are shown
of the harmonic stimulus spectra used in both experiments. For the stimuli shown
in panels (c) and (g), the attenuations of the second formants are about  and  dB,
respectively. In the first experiment we used two phase relations between the harmonics
of the complexes: the phase relation as it is generated by the digital Klatt synthesizer
(from here on called the Klatt-phase relation), and a random phase. For brevity, the
stimuli with the Klatt phase and the peak-relations  and  (for the stationary formants)
are indicated as Klatt-phase  and Klatt-phase , respectively. For the stimuli with the
random phase, the stationary formant coincided with a harmonic (peak-relation ).
In the first experiment, we also investigated the jnd for a Gaussian noise that was
filtered with the same spectral envelopes. The attenuation of the second formant peak
relative to the first was between  and  dB, depending on the distance between the
two formants. In the second experiment we only used the Klatt-phase relation in the
stimulus generation. The formant positions at a harmonic, and between twoharmonics
were used for both the first and the second formant. The relative changes in the two
formants were either equal, or twice as large in the first as in the second formant. In
this experiment, the jnds will be considered in terms of either the first or the second
formant, depending on which formant is dominant in the frequency discrimination.
For the remaining formant, the positions at a harmonic and between two harmonics
will be referred to as the peak-relations  and , respectively.
The stimulus generation and presentation procedures were equal to those de-
scribed by Lyzenga and Horst () for the Roving Level condition. The spectral
envelope shape was calculated first, after which the harmonic components were added
with the appropriate amplitude and phase. For the noise stimuli and the stimuli with
random-phase relations, three sets of stimuli were made with different random rela-
tions. During themeasurements each stimulus was picked at random from one of these
three sets. In this way the correlation between the stimuli was reduced.
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Figure : The spectra of some stimuli. The left column shows stimuli for the -Hz fundamental,
and the right column for the -Hz fundamental. The two rows at the top display the stimuli
with the shallow slopes, and the two rows at the bottom those with the steep slopes. The dotted
lines indicate the spectral envelopes according to the Klatt synthesizer.
B. Procedure
The jnds were measured using an adaptive three-interval, three-alternative forced-
choice method (IFC). Before the actual jnd measurements, the absolute threshold
of the reference tone was estimated, after which stimuli were presented at a level
about  dB above this threshold. We added a pink background noise to the stimuli at
a level of - dB relative to the stimuli; therefore, this procedure produced background
noise levels close to the absolute thresholds. We used a “Roving Level” (RL) condition
for the levels of all the tones: in this condition the levels of all stimuli were randomized,
around one fixed level value, within trials over a -dB range in .-dB steps (Henning,
). The background noise was roved in level along with the stimulus, keeping the
signal-to-noise ratio in the stimulus constant.
The procedure by which the jnds were estimated was equal to the one used,
and described in detail by Lyzenga and Horst (). In short, subjects were asked to
identify the odd tone in a series containing two reference tones and one target tone.
They were given immediate feedback. The frequency difference between the target and
the reference tones was adapted according to decision rules that were chosen so that
the procedure converges at % correct responses, which corresponds to a d0 of  for
the IFC paradigm. Data were collected until the direction of the center frequency
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adaption was reversed five times. On the average, one jnd measurement contained 
trials. The whole set of jnds was measured three times (involving at least  trials
per jnd), in one group containing the stimuli of both experiments in a pseudorandom
order. The jnds were estimated from the averaged scores with the same algorithm as
used by Lyzenga andHorst (). Since the subjects’ bias toward one of the three signal
intervals was found to be very small, it has been neglected in the calculations.
C. Subjects
Six normal-hearing subjects participated in the experiments. All were adults, four
female and two male, with ages ranging from  to  years. For the harmonic stimuli,
all subjects performed a series of jnd estimates for a different set of phase conditions, in
such a way that three subjects participated for most conditions. In the first experiment,
four subjects participated for a number of jnds under the Klatt-phase conditions. All
six subjects contributed jnds for the filtered noise bands of the first experiment. All
subjects had participated in frequency discrimination experiments before and were
well trained. For all six subjects no improvements in the scores were observed during
the course of the measurements.
II. Experiment 1. Single formant changes
The results of the first experiment are presented in figure . Each column contains
the just-noticeable differences, measured for one region of the center frequency of the
changed formant and one value of the slope, in six panels with individual results. The
rows contain the jnds for the four combinations of formant frequency and slope. Each
panel contains jnds for two values of the center frequency: one coinciding with and one
halfway between the stimulus harmonics, denoted as /|\ and /||\, respectively. The
smaller value of these pairs of center frequencies is plotted on the left and the larger on
the right, except for the first formant region with the -Hz fundamental. Here the
center frequencies are plotted in reversed order (i.e.  Hz,  Hz). For the -Hz
fundamental, the jnds for the Klatt-phase , Klatt-phase  and random phase are shown
as square, circular, and hour-glass symbols, respectively. For the -Hz fundamental,
the jnds for these three conditions are shown as triangular-up, triangular-down, and
picnic-table symbols. For clarity, the jnds for the -Hz and -Hz fundamentals
are connected with a solid and a dashed line, respectively. The jnds for the filtered
noise bands are shown as asterisks, connected by a dotted line. For the noise bands the
value of the center frequency relative to the position of the harmonics is not relevant;
we chose  and  Hz for the first formant and  and  Hz for the second
formant, plotted at the positions /|\ and /||\, respectively.
The average jnds for the single formant changes are shown in figure . Each
row contains average jnds for one of the four combinations of formant frequency and
slope. The columns on the left and on the right contain averages for the fundamentals
of  Hz and  Hz, respectively. The meaning of the symbols, and the annotations
/|\ and /||\, is the same as in figure . For clarity the jnds for the Klatt-phase ,
Klatt-phase , and the random phase are connected with a solid, a long dashed, and a
short dashed line, respectively. The averages for the filtered noise bands (the asterisks)
are connected by a dotted line. For comparison, the predictions of the modified place
model of Lyzenga and Horst () are shown for each condition by means of the little
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Figure : Individual jnds for single formant changes. Each column contains the jnds measured
for one formant region and slope combination, showing individual results in six panels. The
error bar in the right top corner indicates the mean standard deviation of the individual results.
The jnds for the -Hz fundamental, combined with the Klatt-phase , the Klatt-phase , and
the randomphase are shown as square, circular and hour-glass symbols, respectively. For clarity,
these symbols are connected with solid lines. For the -Hz fundamental, the jnds for the same
three phase relations are shown as triangular-up, triangular-down and picnic-table symbols,
respectively. These symbols are connected with dashed lines. The jnds for the noise bands are
shown as asterisks, connected by a dotted line.
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line segments at the sides of each panel. The settings of this model are identical to those
used by Lyzenga and Horst (a Q of  for the Roex-filters, and a detection threshold
of  dB). The solid and the dotted line segments represent the expected jnds for the
harmonic stimuli and the noise bands, respectively.
Figure : Average jnds for single formant changes. Each rows shows jnds for the four formant
region and slope combinations. The left column contains the averages for the -Hz, and the
right column for the -Hz fundamental. The meaning of the symbols is the same as in figure .
For clarity, the jnds for the Klatt-phase  are connected by a solid line, those for the Klatt-phase 
by a long-dashed line, and those for the random phase by a short-dashed line. The error bars
indicate the standard deviations of the averages. The little solid and dotted line segments at
the side of each panel indicate the expectations of the modified place model for the harmonic
stimuli, and the noise bands, respectively.
In the region of the first formant (FC   Hz), the average jnds for the filtered
noise bands are .% for a slope of  dB/oct, and .% for a -dB/oct slope. These
values correspond to just audible level differences in the flanks of the stimuli of . dB
and . dB, respectively. In the second formant region (FC   Hz) the average
jnds are .% and .% for the slopes of  and  dB/oct, respectively. These jnds
correspond to level differences of . and . dB. So, for the second formant we find
a larger level difference in the flanks of the stimuli, necessary for discrimination, than
for the first formant. For both formant regions, Lyzenga and Horst () found a
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level difference of just over  dB for noise bands with one formant. So, for the two-
formant noise bands discrimination of a change in the first formant is not affected
by the presence of the second formant, whereas for the second formant the jnds are
increased by the presence of the first formant. Furthermore, for the second formant
region, Lyzenga and Horst () found a poor correspondence between the jnds and
the predictions of themodified placemodel. For these stimuli they suggested a temporal
discrimination process. For all of the present noise-band jnds in figure  we see good
correspondence between the data and the modified place model. This implies that
for the second formant the frequency discrimination mechanism is affected by the
presence of the stationary first formant in such a way that it can no longer use temporal
information and has to resort to a spectral process.
When considering all the average jnds for the harmonic stimuli, we find no
significant differences between the two phase conditions and peak relations. On the
other hand, for the second formant region and the -Hz fundamental, the averaged
jnds for the Klatt-phase  are systematically somewhat larger than those for the Klatt-
phase  and the random phase (significant with p < .). However, such a difference
is not observed in the individual results of figure . For each condition, the jnds in
figure  are averaged over a different group of subjects; for the second formant region
some spread in the average jnds is produced by the relatively large jnds of subject YW.
Therefore, the increased jnds for theKlatt-phase  appear to be artifacts of the averaging,
and it is reasonable to assume that the jnds are independent of the phase conditions
and the peak relations.
On the average, the jnds of the first formant region are moderately larger than
those of the second formant region (with a factor of ., which is significantly larger
than unity with p < .). All jnds show modest, but significant, dependencies on
the slope, on the fundamental, and on the position of the center frequency relative to
the harmonics (p < .). The predictions of the modified place model are practically
equal to those for the single-formant stimuli of Lyzenga and Horst (). For the
second formant region for the -dB/oct slope and a center frequency coinciding
with a harmonic, the predictions of the model are somewhat lower than the jnds.
However, these deviations are roughly equal to the standard deviation of the individual
jnds. Undermost conditions, the jnds are close to the predictions of the modified place
model.
Figure  shows a direct comparison of the present data with the data found by
Lyzenga and Horst () for single-formant vowels. Each entry in this figure shows
the quotient of the present two-formant jnd and the single-formant jnd. So, this figure
shows the direct influence of adding a stationary formant to a single-formant vowel.
A value larger than unity indicates a larger two-formant than single-formant jnd, a
smaller value indicates the opposite. In the first formant region we find no consistent
deviations from unity. Some deviations may be expected because different subjects
participated for each phase relation in the two compared experiments. For the second
formant regionwefindaconsistent increase in thenoise-band jnds, and in theharmonic
jnds for the Klatt-phase relation. For the -Hz fundamental and a center frequency
that lies halfway between harmonics, we find an increase for both phase relations. So,
figure  shows that the jnds of the first formant region are hardly affected by adding a
stationary second formant to the stimuli, and that for the second formant regionmany
jnds are increased when a stationary first formant is added.
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Figure : The average jnds for single formant changes in two-formant vowels related to sin-
gle-formant jnds. The format of this figure is identical to that of figure . Each entry is the
quotient of the jnd for a single formant change of figure  and that of the corresponding
single-formant stimulus of Lyzenga and Horst (). No entries are given for the Klatt-phase .
III. Experiment 2. Combined formant changes
The individual jnds for the combined formant changes of the second experiment are
presented infigure . The format of each panel is identical to those of figure . All stimuli
have a Klatt-phase relation. Each column contains the just-noticeable differences,
measured for one combination of the slopes of the two formants, in five panels with
individual results. The leftmost two columns contain jnds for the formant relation:
F/F = F/F. These jnds are expressed as a percentage of the change in the first
formant, because the first formant was found to be dominant in the discrimination
process: the jnds resemble the corresponding jnds for the singly-changed first formant.
For these jnds, the position of the first formant relative to the harmonics is indicated by
the annotations/|\ and/||\.Whether the second formant coincideswith aharmonic,
or lies between two harmonics, is indicated by the peak-relations  and , respectively.
The rightmost two columns contain jnds for the relation:F/F = F/F. These jnds
are expressed as a percentage of the change in the second formant, because we found
that the changes in the second formant were the more important in the discrimination
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process here. For these jnds the position of the first formant relative to the harmonics
is indicated by the peak relation. The jnds for the peak-relations  and  are shown
as square and circular symbols for the -Hz fundamental, and as triangular-up and
triangular-down symbols for the -Hz fundamental. For clarity, the jnds for the -
Hz and -Hz fundamentals are connectedwith a solid and a dashed line, respectively.
Due to an unfortunate choice in the distribution of the stimulus conditions over the
subjects, RW and JWH contributed half the jnd series for both peak relations; under
each condition their jnds for the center frequencies at and betweenharmonics belong to
a different peak relation. Therefore, their jnds for each fundamental are not connected
with lines.
The average jnds for combined formant changes are shown in figure . The
upper-most two rows contain the jnds for the formant relation: F/F = F/F,
and the lower-most two rows for the relation:F /F = F/F. The jnds for the -Hz
fundamental are shown in the left column, and those for the -Hz fundamental in the
right column. The symbols have the samemeaning as in figure . The predictions of the
modified placemodel are shown for all conditions bymeans of the little line segments at
the sides of each panel. The model has been extended with a summation rule to predict
the jnd for a combined formant change from the changes in the excitation due to both
formants. The excitation difference of the first formantE (calculated below  Hz)
and that of the second formant E (calculated above  Hz) are summed as inde-





The value ofEt that ensues is compared with the detection threshold of  dB.
The solid and the dotted line segments represent the expected jnds for the peak-
relations  and , respectively.
Figure  shows that, when the relative change in the first formant is twice that of
the second formant, the averaged jnds for peak-relation  are slightly larger than those
forpeak-relation (on the average, theydifferwitha factorof .,which just significantly
differs fromunitywithp < .). Furthermore, the jnds forpeak relation  are very close
to those for a singly-changed first formant shown in figure  (the differences between
these two groups are not significant), and those for peak-relation  are slightly smaller
than those for single formant changes (with a factor of ., which is just significant
with p < .). This indicates that the changes in the second formants do not greatly
influence the jnds (especially when the second formants coincide with a harmonic).
So, we find that the first formant is dominant in the discrimination process here. The
predictions of the modified place model extended with the summation rule are close
to those of the modified place model for the first formant as they are shown in figure ,
and, in agreement with the jnds, we consistently find slightly smaller predictions for
peak-relation  than for peak-relation . Most jnds are close to the predictions of
this extended model. For the -Hz fundamental and a center frequency halfway
between harmonics, the average jnds for peak-relation  are smaller than those for
peak-relation . These relatively small jnds for the peak-relation  can also be seen in
the individual results of subject JL, but not in those of subject YW (see figure ). This
inconsistency between subjects is displayed by the relatively large standard deviation
of the average jnds for the peak-relation . So, here the changes in the second formant
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Figure : The individual jnds for combined formant changes. The format of this figure is the
same as in figure . For the -Hz fundamental, the jnds for the peak-relations  and  are
shown as square and circular symbols, respectively. For clarity, these symbols are connected
with solid lines. For the -Hz fundamental, the jnds for these two peak relations are shown
as triangular-up and triangular-down symbols, respectively. These symbols are connected with
dashed lines. The error bar in the right top corner indicates the mean standard deviation of
the individual results. The upper-most two rows display data for a relative change in the first
formant that was twice that of the second formant. The lower-most two rows display data for
equal relative changes in both formants.
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Figure : Average jnds for combined formant changes. The format of this figure is the same as
that of figure , the meaning of the symbols is the same as in figure . The error bars indicate the
standard deviations of the averages. The little solid and dotted line segments at the side of each
panel indicate the expectations of the extended modified place model for the peak-relations 
and , respectively.
were used in the discrimination process by subject JL, and possibly by subject JWH,
but not by subject YW. In summary, when the first formant changes twice as fast as
the second, the changes in the first formant dominate both the data and the model
predictions, and we find good correspondence between the data and the predictions..
When the changes in both formants are equal, the jnds for the peak-relations 
and  show a large difference under four conditions, indicating that the change in
the first formant has influenced the discrimination. These differences are found for
the -Hz fundamental when the center frequency coincides with a harmonic, and for
the -Hz fundamental with a center frequency halfway between two harmonics. In
thefirst case, the differences between the twopeak relations are also significantly present
in the individual results of figure  (p < .). In the latter case, the relatively large jnds
for peak-relation  bear inconsistencies between the subjects, and here the individual
jnds for the two peak relations no not differ significantly. Under this condition, a
difference between the individual jnds for the two peak relations is found in figure 
for subject PP, but not for subject JL. Furthermore, due to differences in the individual
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jnds of the subjects RW and JWH, the difference between the average jnds of the peak-
relations  and  appears to be exaggerated. These inconsistencies are reflected in the
large standard deviations of the average jnds for peak-relation . Under the conditions
where the jnds show differences between the two peak relations, the predictions of the
extended modified place model show only small differences. For the remaining jnds,
we find reasonably good correspondence between the jnds and the predictions of this
model.
IV. General discussion
An important goal of these experiments was the comparison of jnds for single formant
changes of two-formant vowels with those of single-formant stimuli (of Lyzenga and
Horst, ). Figure  shows the quotients of the average jnds for the former and
the latter stimuli. For the noise bands, these quotients show that adding a stationary
second formant to a stimuluswith a changing formant in the region of the first formant
hardly influences jnds. Adding a stationary first formant to noise bands in the second
formant region increases the jnds. For these stimuli, Lyzenga and Horst () could
not describe their jnds accurately with the modified place model, and assumed that a
temporal discrimination mechanism was involved. For the two-formant stimuli, all the
noise-band jnds show good correspondence with the predictions of the modified place
model. This indicates that for these stimuli only spectral discrimination mechanisms
are involved.
For the harmonic stimuli, adding a stationary second formant to a stimulus
with a changing formant in the region of the first formant hardly influences the
jnd. Adding a stationary first formant to a stimulus with a changing second formant
increases the jnd under a number of conditions: for the Klatt phase, and for the -
Hz fundamental combined with a center frequency that lies halfway between two
harmonics. Under many of these conditions Lyzenga and Horst () proposed a
temporal mechanism to describe their jnds. For the first formant region they found
no temporal mechanisms, and these jnds are hardly influenced by the addition of a
stationary second formant. Furthermore, all jnds for the two-formant stimuli show
good correspondence with the modified place model. So, in analogy with our findings
for the noise bands, we conclude that the addition of a stationary first formant disturbs
the temporal discrimination mechanisms in the region of the second formant, and
thereby reduces the discrimination to spectral mechanisms only.
The relative levels of both formants (i.e. the attenuation of the second formants
relative to the first) are equal for the stimuli with the Klatt-phase  and those with the
randomphase.However, in figure we can see that the jnds for these twophase relations
are influenced differently by the addition of a stationary first formant. Furthermore,
the relative levels of both formants are different for the Klatt-phases  and  (i.e. for the
peak-relations  and ), and for these two conditions we find practically the same jnds
in figure . This implies that, for sufficiently distant formants, the influence of the first
formant on the second is independent of the relative levels of the formants. This is an
indication that the observed transition from temporal to spectral formant-frequency
discrimination occurs in central auditory processes.
A second important goal of this study was the comparison of jnds for combined
formant changes with those for single formant changes. When considering the jnds
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for combined formant changes with a relative change in the first formant that is twice
that of the second formant, we find that all jnds for peak-relation  are very close to,
and those for peak-relation  are only slightly smaller than those for a singly-changed
first formant (this can be seen by comparing the top halves of the figures  and ). So,
here the discrimination mechanism is dominated by the changes in the first formant
(especiallywhen the second formant coincideswith aharmonic). These jnds are in good
agreement with the extendedmodified place model. However, since the discrimination
is dominated by the change in one formant, this condition does not produce a very
thorough testing of the extended version of the model.
For equal relative formant changes, the changes in the second formants exert
the largest influence upon the jnds, but there are several jnds with a clear influence
of the changes in the first formants (as can be seen by comparing the bottom halves
of the figures  and ). The occurrences of these latter jnds show no correspondence
with the relative levels of the two formants. (Under four conditions the jnds for the
peak-relations  and  show a large difference; in contradiction to our expectations,
the influence of the first formant is larger when this formant is smaller.) Most jnds for
combined formant changes are in good agreement with the extended modified place
model. Only the jnds for the -Hz fundamental with a center frequency halfway
between two harmonics show a difference for the two peak relations, that is not
displayed in the predictions of the model. Such a difference is only found in the
individual results of some subjects, so, under this condition the extended modified
place model does not apply to the results of all the subjects.
Using the summation rule for independently perceived variables, predictions
for the jnds for combined formant changes can also be computed directly from the
jnds for single formant changes. Under the assumption that the perceived difference
is proportional to the frequency difference, an expectation for the jnd for combined











where ! and ! are weights that reflect the rates of change of the first and the
second formants, respectively. With the proper weights, this relation can be used to
calculate predictions in terms of both formants, and as well in the unit Hertz as in
percent. When calculating predictions in terms of the first formant, ! must be equal
to unity, and for predictions in terms of the second formant ! must equal unity.
The weight of the remaining formant must be chosen equal to the rate of change of
this formant divided by that of the formant in terms of which the predictions are
expressed. For this the rates of change must be expressed in the same units as the jnds
(in either Hertz or percent). So, for the formant-frequency relationF/F = F/F
the weights are ! =  and ! = /, because the predictions are calculated in terms of
the first formant, and the relative rate of change of the second formant is half that of
the first formant. For the relationF/F = F/F both weights are equal to unity.
The described weighting rules correspond with the behavior of equation ().
When the rates of change of both formants are equal, the excitation differences show a
certain growth when the formant frequencies are increased. When the rate of change
of the second formant is halved, the corresponding excitation difference will grow at
half the original rate. Because of the square in equation (), its effect in this equation
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will be reduced with a factor of four. This reduction is equal to the influence of a
weight ! = / in equation ().
The predictions calculatedwith equation () are shown infigure , alongwith the
replotted jnds of figure . In general these predictions are close to those of the extended
modified placemodel in figure . However, they approximate the data somewhat better,
notably for the aforementioned deviations of the extended modified place model for
the -Hz fundamental combined with a center frequency halfway between two
harmonics. This indicates a cumulative increase of errors in the modified model when
it is extended for the description of combined formant changes.
Figure : Average jnds for combined formant changes, replotted fromfigure . The format of this
figure is the same as that of figure . The little solid and dotted line segments at the side of each
panel indicate the results of combining the jnds for single formant changes with equation ().
When the relative change in the first formant (at approximately  Hz) is twice
that of a second formant (at approximately Hz), the absolute change of the second
formant is twice that of the first formant. This relation is identical to the one used by
Mermelstein () for his measurements with combined formant changes. Because
the center frequency of his second formant was six times that of the first formant
(F =  Hz and F = Hz), the relative change in the first formant was three times
as large as for the second formant. So, when comparing this condition with the relative
rates of change in the present study, we expect that the changes in the first formant
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are dominant in his data. This effect can be observed in the averages of his jnds; for a
single change in the first formant the average jnd is  Hz, and for a combined change
it is  Hz (in terms of the first formant). For the second formant this decrease is much
more dramatic; for a change in the second formant the average jnd is  Hz, compared
with  Hz for a combined formant change (in terms of the second formant). The
average of his predictions for combined formant changes in terms of the first formant
is  Hz, compared to the average jnd of  Hz. So, both in his data and predictions the
changes in the first formant dominate. Therefore his data do not produce conclusive
testing of models for combined formant changes.
Mermelstein () predicted his jnds for combined formant changes from
those for single formant changes (see his Table II) by considering “F and F to
be independent parameters that contribute information to discriminability given
by
p
!(F) + !(F), where ! and ! are appropriate weighting factors”. Us-
ing this relation, Hawks () could not replicate Mermelsteins predictions exactly.
We were able to reproduce Mermelsteins predictions (which are in Hertz and in terms
of F) by using our equation () with the weights ! = / and ! = . In Mermelsteins
experiments, the rate of change of the first formant was half that of the second for-
mant. So, in disagreement with his formula, it appears that Mermelstein actually used
a relation, equivalent to equation (), in which the weights were squared as well as the
independent parameters.
Hawks () used identical relative changes for the first and the second formant,
but he performed only a few measurements with a single change in the first formant.
For his predictions, he used the formula of Mermelstein () to predict jnds directly.
In a first optionhe used theweights! = F/(F+F), and! = F/(F+F).
In a second option he used the relative changes of the formants instead of the absolute
changes in these relations: since these relative changes were equal, both ! and ! were
equal to /. In these calculations the jnds were expressed in Hertz, and the predictions
were given in terms of the second formant. For his vowels AH-UH and EH-AE he
measured jnds for parallel formant changes of .% and .%, respectively (in terms
of F). With the first weighting option, his predictions for these two jnds were .%
and .%,respectively.With the secondoption, thesepredictionwere .%and.%,
respectively. Using our equation () we find similar predictions: .% and .%,
respectively. So, all predictions are close to each other, and from these data we cannot
ascertain which model functions better.
When applying the model of Hawks () to our data, we find better corre-
spondence between the predictions and our data when using the weights of the second
option. The sum of the squared relative errors between the predictions and the data
is  for the first option and  for the second option (summed over  data points).
However, the predictions calculated using our equation () approximate the data better
than those of the model of Hawks for both weighting options. For this model the sum
(over  data points) of the squared relative errors between the predictions and the data
is .. A comparison of the squared absolute errors between the predictions and the
data provides the same conclusion. The most important abberations of Hawks’ model
are encountered when the jnds for the single formant changes are about equal. Under
such conditions the predictions are equal to, instead of smaller than these jnds. This
problem can be avoided when using equation ().
The extensive data of Hawks’ actual experiments show clearly that jnds for
parallel combined changes are smaller than those for single formant changes. His jnds
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for opposite changes in the first two formants are practically equal to those for a
single change of the second formant. So, for opposite combined formant changes the
equations () and () do not apply, they are only valid for parallel formant changes.
V. Conclusions
For frequency discrimination of single formant changes we find no influence of adding
a stationary second formant to a stimulus containing a changing first formant. For
changing second formants, the addition of a stationary first formant increases the
jnd under many conditions. The resulting jnds are in good agreement with the pre-
dictions of the modified place model. It can, therefore, be concluded that adding a
stationary formant disturbs temporal discrimination processes, and limits the dis-
crimination mainly to spectral processes. This transition from temporal to spectral
formant-frequency discrimination appears to occur in central auditory processes.
Under many conditions, we found smaller jnds for combined formant changes
than for the corresponding single formant changes. A good description ofmost of these
data could be achieved with the modified place model, by extending this model with a
summation rule for the individual excitation differences of the two changed formants.
Using the summation rule directly in equation (), we could accurately predict
the jnds for combined formant changes from those for single formant changes. With
this equation we could also describe the data for parallel combined formant changes
of Mermelstein () and Hawks (). For his predictions, Mermelstein apparently
used a relation equivalent to equation (). To predict his data for combined formant
changes,Hawks used a “weighted Euclidian distancemodel”. The predictions calculated
with equation () agree better with to our data than those from the model of Hawks.
Increasing the complexity of the stimuli appears to decreases the number of
feasible mechanisms used for discrimination. For the more complex stimuli of our in-
vestigations, temporal discrimination mechanisms have disappeared and only spectral
mechanisms, analogous to the modified place model, remain.
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One of themost important, and delicate, tasks of human hearing is speech recognition.
Speech sounds show very quick variations over time, both in their intensities and in
their frequency spectra. The basis of speech recognition is the ability to classify these
sounds and to track changes in them. Much research has been performed on speech
perception. This research has produced many rivalling models for the mechanisms
behind the ability todistinguish speechand speech-like sounds (Moore, ).However,
the theory of hearing does not provide exact answers concerning the nature and
precision of the mechanisms to detect differences between speech-like sounds. Of old,
two groups of theories have existed next to each other, one based on the spectra, and
one based on the waveforms of sounds. The first group are the “place” models, which
find their origin in the anatomy of the ear (i.e. the cochlea). Because of this anatomy,
the frequency spectrum of a stimulus is projected along the length of the cochlea in
the neural activity at each place (i.e. the excitation pattern), which produces a spectral
analysis of this sound. The resolution of this analysis is limited. Therefore, only tones
that differ sufficiently in frequency will be projected onto two distinct positions along
the cochlea. The second group are temporal theories, which arise from the study of the
occurrence of action potentials in the auditory nerve. Two simultaneously presented
tones that are very close in frequency produce a beating pattern. When their frequency
difference is sufficiently small, the two tones will not be resolved by the frequency
analyzing property of the cochlea, and this beating pattern will present itself in a time
dependency of the action potentials in the auditory nerve. Such information in the
temporal patterns of action potentials can be utilized by the brain for further analysis
of presented sounds. These two groups of theories have long rivalled, but they are more
and more combined to form hybrid models, in which the nature of the model (spectral
or temporal) depends on the perceptual task. None of the theories have evolved far
enough to precisely predict the discrimination of speech-like sounds.
An important aspect of speech is the presence of peaks in the spectral envelope
of a vowel; the formants. The locations of these formants classify the vowel. Both for
gaining insight in speech recognition, and for researching the basic abilities of the ear, it
is interesting to investigate the sensitivity for changes in thepositions, or the frequencies,
of formants.The reported just-noticeabledifferences (jnds) in the literature showawide

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spread (the largest jnds are reported by Mermelstein, : % to %, a large group of
intermediate jnds lies between .%and %, and the smallest values are by Horst et al.,
: from %down to .%). Besides research on complex speech signals, much work
has been performed on the perception of relatively simple stimuli. In this field much
has been learned about intensity and frequency discrimination, masking, pitch and
timbre perception, signal detection in noise, adaptation and fatigue, binaural hearing,
etc. Between these fields lies a gap in our knowledge. By starting our investigations
using stimuli with simple spectral envelopes that contained a single maximum, and by
stepwise increasing the complexity of the stimuli toward synthetic vowels (with more
than one formant), we investigated which parameters influence the discrimination of
changes in the spectral envelope, and in which way they affect this discrimination.
All the stimuli used in the experiments were either harmonic complexes with a fixed
fundamental or noise bands. During the experiments the essential variable was the
position of the peak in the spectral envelope. Stimulus parameters that we included in
our investigations were: the shape of the spectral envelope (either angular or smooth),
its slope, its bandwidth, the fundamental frequency, the phase relation between the
stimulus components, the number of formants in the envelope (either one or two),
and the way in which these formants were changed (either singly or jointly). In this
way we could form a bridge over the gap in our knowledge between the perception of
simple, and that of complex stimuli.
To measure the sensitivity of subjects to stimulus changes, we used an adaptive
“forced-choice” paradigm in our experiments. The task of the subjects was to identify
the “odd” tone in a series of three. On correct responses the stimulus difference was
reduced; on incorrect responses, on the other hand, it was increased. In this way we
estimated the just-noticeable difference in formant position (i.e. center frequency of
the spectral peak). We chose this three-interval forced-choice (IFC) paradigm, rather
than the often used IFC paradigm, because of the non-monotonous nature of the
perceptual changes for increasing center frequency. When changing this frequency,
the discrimination cue could switch in a very erratic way between pitch, roughness,
and timbre. In a IFC paradigm subjects have to identify the tone with the highest
frequency, but in a IFC paradigm subjects simply can identify the odd tone, without
having to connect the cue they use with the center frequency.
B. The experiments
To validate the choice of the IFC paradigm in combinationwith the Adaptive Staircase
procedure, we first performed a frequency discrimination experiment in which we
evaluated the adaptive procedure for seven measurement paradigms with between
one and three stimulus presentations. This introductory experiment is described in
Chapter . To ascertain a clear correspondence between frequency and perceived pitch,
we used a pure-tone stimulus in this experiment. Using relations fromdetection theory,
the measured correct scores of all paradigms, except for the Yes-No paradigm, could be
transformed to approximately the same d0 values (i.e. the same “internal” sensitivity).
The chosen combination of adaptive procedure and IFC paradigm proved an efficient
method to estimate jnds and their corresponding d0 values.
We performed four experiments in which we measured formant frequency dis-
crimination for groups of increasingly complex stimuli. A description of the first
experiment was given in Chapter . The stimuli used in this experiment had angular
spectral envelopes with a single peak in the region of the second formant of natural
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vowels. For the generation of this group of stimuli we used two bandwidths, three
slopes, and several different positions of the center frequency relative to the harmonics.
The results of this experiment confirmed our hypothesis that the discrimination mech-
anism cannot be adequately describedwith a placemodel in which jnds are determined
by the largest occurring difference between the excitations (the hypothetical internal
spectrum) generated by two stimuli. A much better description of the jnds could be
reached using an approach in which the shapes of the excitations are compared over
a certain, limited, frequency range. This is a kind of spectral profile analysis. We im-
plemented this mechanism in a place model, which resulted in our “modified place
model”. For stimuli with a large bandwidth, the jnds could be described reasonably
well with this model. For narrowband stimuli, alternative explanations were found in
terms of amplitudemodulation depth differences. We found very small jnds for a small
group of stimuli which all contained twomajor components with approximately equal
amplitudes. From the results of the first experiment it could not be concluded whether
these jnds required spectral or temporal modelling.
The second and third experiments were described in Chapter . In the second
experiment we have compared the results for narrowband stimuli in two distinct
frequency areas: the regions of the first and the second formant. In these experiments
we used two fundamentals, representative for male (  Hz) and female (  Hz)
speakers, and two different phase relations between the stimulus components. In the
region of the first formant, the stimuli were well resolved by the frequency analyzing
property of the peripheral ear. Since separate, well resolved, components hardly show
amplitude modulation, modulation differences could not be used to describe the jnds.
More adequate descriptions were found using the modified place model, which is
in accordance with the absence of phase effects in the jnds. Phase effects only were
found in the jnds for stimuli of the second formant region that were not resolved by
the auditory periphery: in these cases the modified place model failed. As in the first
experiment, most jnds for narrowband stimuli of the second formant region could be
described using amplitude modulation differences. For a small group of stimuli, with
two about equally large central components, we found a correlation between the jnds
and the sharpness of the minima in the temporal envelopes. Next to the harmonic
stimuli we used noise bands, comparable with vowels from whispered speech. The jnds
found for these stimuli were roughly in agreement with the predictions of themodified
place model. For noise bands with a very small spectral width, the predictions of this
model were consistently higher than the jnds. For decreasing bandwidth these jnds
approached the pure-tone jnd, which might arise from the fact that the stimuli more
and more resembled pure tones with fluctuating amplitudes.
In the third experiment we used the same stimulus parameters, but a different
shape for the spectral envelope. Here we used a more natural shape, that was both
smoother and more broadband than the shape used in the second experiment. The
jnds of the first formant region, and themajority of those of the second formant region,
showed good correspondence with the predictions of the modified place model. In the
second formant region, we found very small jnds for a small group of stimuli with
two, about equally large, central components. As in the second experiment, we found
good agreement between these jnds and the sharpness of the minima of the temporal
envelope, after we applied auditory filtering in this temporal model to bandlimit the
stimuli (which is always the case in the place models).
In Chapter  the fourth and last experiment was described. In this experiment
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the complexity of the spectral shape of the stimuli was increased by combining the
envelopes of the third experiment: the stimuli of the fourth experiment contained both
a first and a second formant. During the experiments either one of the two, or both
formants were changed. We used two different phase relations, one comparable to that
of a natural vowelwhenheard fromclose by, and one comparable to that of a vowel after
being influenced by the acoustic properties of the surroundings. The jnds found under
the conditions with a changing first, and a stationary second formant were practically
equal to the corresponding jnds for the first formant region of the third experiment.
This was found for both the harmonic stimuli and the noise bands. Under many
stimulus conditions, the sensitivity for changes in the second formant clearly decreased
when a stationary first formant was added to the stimuli. For both the harmonic
and the noise stimuli, increased jnds were often found under conditions where we
assumed temporal discrimination mechanisms for the corresponding jnds of the third
experiment. Furthermore, for all the two-formant stimuli good correspondence was
found between the jnds and the predictions of the modified place model. Therefore,
the addition of a stationary first formant disturbed possible temporal discrimination
mechanisms of the second formant region, and reduced the discrimination to spectral
mechanisms. The occurrence of the increased jnds did not correspond with the relative
levels of the first and the second formant, indicating that the switching from temporal
to spectral mechanisms was located in central auditory processes.
Under the conditions with a combined change in both formants that was twice
as large for the first than for the second formant, the discrimination was dominated by
the changes in the first formant. Under the conditions where the relative change in both
formants was equal, the changes in the second formant exerted the largest influence
upon the discrimination, but several jnds showed a clear influence of the changes in
the first formant. So, here information of both changing formants was combined to
produce smaller jnds than were found for the corresponding single formant changes.
By extending the modified place model with a summation rule that combined the
excitation differences of both changing formants, we attained a reasonably good corre-
spondence between the jnds for combined formant changes and themodel predictions.
Using a transformed version of this summation rule, we could accurately predict the
jnds for combined formant changes from those for single formant changes. With this
equation we could also describe the data for parallel combined formant changes of
Mermelstein () and Hawks (). For his predictions, Mermelstein apparently
used a relation equivalent to our equation. To predict his data for combined formant
changes,Hawks used a “weighted Euclidian distancemodel”. The predictions calculated
with our relation agreed better with our data than those from the model of Hawks.
C. Overview
In figure  we present an overview of our jnds for stimuli with a single maximum in
the spectral envelope, in relation to those from the literature. In this figure the data
of Gagne´ and Zurek () have been scaled to match a d0 of  (as is valid for the
other jnds). In each of the studies of Stevens (), Horst et al. (), and Gagne´ and
Zurek () the jnds for a first and a second formant region were very close to each
other. For clarity, these jnds are presented as the averages over both formant regions.
From Chapter  a selection of jnds is displayed; for the triangles as well as the trapezia
jnds are only shown for a center frequency of  Hz (indicated by the suffix ).
These jnds represent the smallest (the triangles) and the largest (the trapezia) results
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Figure : Formant-discrimination jnds for stimuliwith a singlemaximumin the spectral envelope.
The jnds are displayed as a function of the spectral slope of the stimuli. Data for harmonic and
noise stimuli are connected by a dotted, and a solid line, respectively. The jnds from Chapter ,
for the first formant (F) and the second formant (F), are shown as filled and open symbols,
respectively. For the studies marked with an asterisk, averages of the data of a first and a second
formant are displayed.
from Chapter . The jnds from Chapter  are shown as averages over the different
phase relations. Data are only shown for the triangles, the suffixes  and  indicate a
center frequency at a harmonic, or between two harmonics, respectively. In figure 
we see two, more or less, distinct bands of jnds. The jnds of Horst et al. (), and
the smallest from the present study decrease rather steeply with the slope. For these
stimuli temporal explanations were proposed: Horst et al. proposed an explanation
on the basis of inter-spike intervals for their data, and we found good correspondence
between a model based on the sharpness of the minima of the temporal envelope and
the jnds for our stimuli with two about equally large central components. The jnds of
Stevens (), Michaels (), Gagne´ and Zurek (), and the largest jnds from the
present study form a band which decreases more moderately with the slope. For the
latter group of stimuli, we assumed either spectral modelling, or temporal modelling
in terms of the amplitude modulation depth. So, we find two groups of jnds that each
correspond with different groups of models.
In figure  some representative jnds for two-formant stimuli with a stationary
formant are given, along with a number of jnds for multiple-formant vowels from the
literature. The jnds of Mermelstein () are larger than those of the other reports.
This is probably due to his measurement paradigm, as was argued in Chapter . All
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Figure : Formant-discrimination jnds for stimuli with more than onemaximum in the spectral
envelope, as a function of the stimulus slope. The filled and the open symbols refer to jnds for the
first and the second formant, respectively. Harmonics  and  indicate harmonic stimuli with a
changing formant that coincided with a harmonic, or was between two harmonics, respectively.
Data for harmonic and noise stimuli are connected by a dashed, and a solid line, respectively.
the other jnds from recent studies are grouped closely together. In the studies of
Sinnott and Kreiter (), and Hawks () a change in the fundamental was used
during the presentation of the stimuli. Such a change was not used by Kewley-Port
and Watson (), and in the present study. Therefore, it appears that a change in the
fundamental does not greatly affect the jnds. We found very large jnds for a number of
stimuli which apparently had an unfavorable position of the center frequency relative
to the harmonics. On the other hand, for a group of stimuli with very favorable center
frequencies, we found very small jnds. When a change in the fundamental is employed
during the stimulus presentation, the harmonics move through the spectral envelope.
In this way, specific positions of the center frequency relative to the harmonics will be
short-lived. We expect this to dislocate the extreme jnds, and to bring them in closer
proximity. It would be interesting to validate this by comparing our data with jnds for
stimuli with identical spectral envelopes and a change in the fundamental during the
presentation.
In this study we have tried to bridge the gap in our knowledge between the
discrimination of simple stimuli and that of speech sounds. We started our investiga-
tions using relatively simple harmonic tones, and increased the complexity of the tones
step by step to reasonably natural two-formant vowels. On this path we came across
a number of models, needed to explain the jnds. For narrowband stimuli we often
found descriptions in temporal models, in which the discrimination was explained
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Table: This table presents a comparison of the stimuli used in the present investigation with
the pure tone and the triangular stimulus of Horst et al. For all stimuli a number of parameters
are given, as well as the nature of the associated model. The indication F Variable means that
the fundamental was changed proportionally with the center frequency. For the noise stimuli,
the entry   for the number of components is used to indicate that very narrow noise bands
approximate pure tones with fluctuating amplitudes, the entry1 is used for broadband noises.
Models marked with an asterisk have not been evaluated numerically in the present study.
from changes in the amplitude modulation depth, or in the sharpness of the minima
of the temporal envelope. For broader and more complex stimuli we often found de-
scriptions in terms of themodified placemodel. Table  gives an overview of the stimuli
and the type of modelling that was used to describe the jnds. For comparison, entries
for the pure tone and for the triangular complexes used by Horst et al. () are given
at the top of the section for the second formant region. For these stimuli, the models
are described as being based on inter-spike intervals, as was argued by Goldstein and
Srulovicz () for pure tones, and by Horst et al. () for their triangular com-
plexes. From top to bottom the entries for each formant region are ordered in, more
or less, ascending stimulus complexity. In the column for the nature of the modelling,
we only find spectral modelling for the first formant region. We find many entries for
temporal models for the simpler stimuli of the second formant region, and many for
spectral models for the more complex stimuli (with either one or two formants). This
indicates that the closer our stimuli resembled natural vowels, themore rarely temporal
discrimination mechanisms occurred, and the more often spectral explanations were
employed.
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Conclusions
A. Chapter 2
A significant part of the psychometric function can be recorded efficiently using an
adaptive method. For all paradigms, we find proportionality between the d0 and the
frequency difference near threshold. The different adaption rules for changing the
frequency difference during the threshold estimations do not affect the jnd. The dis-
crimination ishardly influencedby feedbackabout theprogressionof themeasurement.
Theoretical considerations on the basis of near optimal detection unify all para-
digms used, except for the Yes-No paradigm. This paradigm appears to be less suitable
for frequency discrimination experiments. This implies that the possibility to com-
pare consecutive tones is essential for the performance in frequency discrimination
experiments.
B. Chapter 3
The center frequency is a factor with major influence on the jnds; the jnds show large
variations when the center frequency has different positions relative to the harmonics.
Amplitude modulation depth differences can account for the jnds of the stimuli
with the triangular envelope and intermediate modulation depth.
Most data for the trapezoidal envelope can be interpreted in terms of a spectral
profile comparison. For this spectral comparison, the ear probably combines infor-
mation over a limited frequency range by comparing the spectral profiles of the two
presented stimuli, rather than comparing individual component levels. We have im-
plemented this spectral profile analysis mechanism in a “modified place model”.
C. Chapter 4
The jndsof thenoise bands aremostly in agreementwith thepredictionsof themodified
place model. For very narrow bands the noise-band jnds approach the roving-level
pure-tone jnd.
The jnds for the harmonic stimuli of the first formant region are in good agree-
ment with the modified place model.
For the harmonic stimuli of the second formant region, the explanation depends
on the shape of the spectral envelope of the stimuli, and on the position of the center
frequency relative to the harmonics. Here we find three mechanisms involved in the
discrimination process, where, under each stimulus condition, the best performing
mechanism determines the jnd.When the center frequency coincides with a harmonic,
the jnds for the Klatt envelope are in agreement with the modified place model, and
those for the triangular envelope with modulation depth differences. For the stimuli
with a center frequency halfway between two harmonics, we find good correspondence
between the jnds and a temporal model that is based on the sharpness of the minima
in the temporal envelope.
D. Chapter 5
For frequency discrimination of single formant changes we find no influence of adding
a stationary second formant to a stimulus containing a changing first formant. For
changing second formants, the addition of a stationary first formant increases the
jnd under many conditions. The resulting jnds are in good agreement with the pre-
dictions of the modified place model. It can, therefore, be concluded that adding a
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stationary formant disturbs temporal discrimination processes, and limits the dis-
crimination mainly to spectral processes. This transition from temporal to spectral
formant-frequency discrimination appears to occur in central auditory processes.
Under many conditions, we found smaller jnds for combined formant changes
than for the corresponding single formant changes. A good description ofmost of these
data could be achieved with the modified place model, by extending this model with a
summation rule for the individual excitation differences of the two changed formants.
Using the summation rule directly, we could accurately predict the jnds for
combined formant changes from those for the corresponding single formant changes.
Increasing the complexity of the stimuli results in a decrease in the number
of feasible mechanisms used for discrimination. For the more complex stimuli of
our investigations, temporal discrimination mechanisms have disappeared and only
spectral mechanisms, analogous to the modified place model, remain.
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 CHAPTER 6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Hoofdstuk 7
Samenvatting
Discriminatie van vereenvoudigde klinkerspectra
A. Inleiding
Spraakverstaan is e´e´n van de belangrijkste en tevens meest kwetsbare functies van
het gehoor. Spraak is een signaal dat als functie van de tijd snelle variaties vertoont.
Spraakverstaan berust op het vermogen de verschillende geluiden van spraak onderling
te onderscheiden, en de veranderingen in die geluiden in belangrijke mate te volgen.
Voor het verkrijgen van inzicht in het spraakverstaan is het van belang te weten in
welke mate het gehoor in staat is deze taken uit te voeren. De precieze mogelijkheden
voor het onderscheiden van spraak en spraakachtige signalen zijn echter onvoldoende
bekend. Van de zijde van de theorievorming wordt evenmin voldoende duidelijkheid
verschaft.
Van oudsher staan er in het gehoorsonderzoek twee theoriee¨n naast elkaar. De
eerste groep zijn de zogenaamde plaatstheoriee¨n, deze komen voort uit de anatomie
van het binnenoor (de cochlea). Ten gevolge van deze anatomie wordt de spectrale
samenstelling (oftewel alle tonen waaruit het geluid is samengesteld) gecodeerd door
middel van de plaatsen in de cochlea diemaximaal responderen. Het oplossend vermo-
gen van deze codering is beperkt, zodat alleen tonen met een voldoende groot verschil
in hun frequentie afzonderlijk worden geregistreerd. De tweede groep theoriee¨n betreft
de temporele theoriee¨n, deze komen voort uit nadere bestudering van het gedrag van
de aktiepotentialen in de vezels van de gehoorzenuw. Zo synchroniseren de momen-
ten van optreden van aktiepotentialen zich aan de fase van zuivere tonen, als deze
tonen een niet al te hoge frequentie hebben. Gelijktijdig aangeboden tonen met een
zo gering frequentieverschil dat ze niet worden opgelost door het frequentiescheidend
vermogen van het gehoor, vertonen fluctuaties in de gezamenlijke amplitude (ampli-
tudemodulatie). Als deze fluctuaties niet te snel zijn kunnen ze tot uiting komen in de
momenten van optreden van aktiepotentialen in de gehoorzenuw. De temporele pa-
tronen van de aktiepotentialen kunnen door de hersenen worden gebruikt voor nadere
analyse van aangeboden geluiden. Deze twee groepen theoriee¨n hebben lang tegenover
elkaar gestaan. Meer en meer wordt duidelijk dat, afhankelijk van de perceptuele taak,
die vorm van coderen gebruikt wordt die het meest nauwkeurig is (“plaats”, “tijd”, of
een combinatie). Geen van beide theoriee¨n is voldoende uitgewerkt om gedetailleerde
voorspellingen te doen voor de discriminatie van spraak c.q. spraakachtige signalen.
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Spraak bestaat uit klinkers en medeklinkers. In deze studie concentreren we ons
op de perceptie van klinkerachtige geluiden. Klinkers bestaan uit een harmonische
reeks van tonen (de boventonen van e´e´n grondtoon), die allen een ander niveau kun-
nen hebben. De denkbeeldige lijn die wordt beschreven door deze niveaus noemen
we de spectrale omhullende. Een belangrijk kenmerk van klinkers zijn de pieken die
optreden in deze spectrale omhullende, dit zijn de zogenaamde formanten. Gewoonlijk
bevat een klinker drie tot vijf van deze formanten. De formanten zijn belangrijk voor
het onderscheid van de diverse klinkers. Zowel voor het verkrijgen van inzicht in het
spraakverstaan als in de fundamentele mogelijkheden van het gehoor is het interessant
te onderzoeken wat het onderscheidingsvermogen van het gehoor is voor frequentie-
verschuivingen in deze formanten. De uit de literatuur bekende onderzoeksresultaten
vertonen een grote, niet verklaarde spreiding van de gemeten juist waarneembare ver-
schillen (jnd’s) in formantfrequentie (de grootste waarden zijn van Mermelstein: % –
%, een grotemiddengroep ligt rond: .%– %, kleinste waarden zijn vanHorst et al.:
.%– %).Met het doel inzicht te krijgen in demogelijke oorzaken van deze spreiding
zullen we in deze studie de jnd’s uit de literatuur vergelijken met onze meetresultaten.
Naast het onderzoek aan deze complexe spraaksignalen is er veel onderzoek ge-
daan naar de perceptie van eenvoudige stimuli. Vanuit dit onderzoek is veel bekend
over intensiteits- en frequentie-discriminatie, maskering, toonhoogte- en timbre-per-
ceptie, signaaldetectie in ruis, adaptatie en fatigue, binauraal horen, etc. Tussen beide
onderzoeksvelden ligt nog een hiaat in onze kennis, op dit gebied zal de huidige studie
zich concentreren. Door uit te gaan van signalen met een eenvoudige spectrale omhul-
lende met slechts e´e´n piek (of formant) en de signalen stap voor stap gecompliceerder
te maken met als uiteindelijke signaal een synthetische klinker (waarvan het spectrum
meerdere formanten bevat), kunnen we onderzoeken welke grootheden het discrimi-
natievermogen voor spectrale omhullende beı¨nvloeden en in welke mate ze dit doen.
Alle stimuli die worden gebruikt in deze experimenten zijn o`f harmonische complexen
met een constante grondtoon, o`f bandbegrensde ruissignalen. De grootheden waarvan
de invloed wordt onderzocht in deze experimenten zijn: de spectrale vorm (hoekig
en vloeiend), de spectrale helling, de bandbreedte, de grondfrequentie, de faserelatie
van de signaalcomponenten, het aantal formanten (e´e´n of twee) en de manier waarop
deze formanten verschuiven (alleen of gecombineerd). Op deze manier kunnen we een
brug slaan over het hiaat in onze kennis tussen de perceptie van eenvoudige en die van
complexe signalen.
De door ons toegepaste luisterexperimenten betreffen psychoakoestische expe-
rimenten van het “forced-choice” type. Proefpersonen wordt gevraagd verschillende
tonen te identificeren; bij goede identificatie wordt het verschil tussen de tonen steeds
kleiner gemaakt, bij foute antwoorden wordt het onderlinge verschil juist weer groter
gemaakt. Via deze adaptievemethodewordt een juist waarneembaar verschil in centrale
frequentie van de spectrale omhullende (c.q. in formantfrequentie) bepaald. Uit ver-
kennende metingen bleek dat de perceptuele veranderingen niet steeds een monotone
relatie hebbenmet de formantfrequentie van de stimuli. Bij verandering van de centrale
frequentie van de tonen kan de discriminatieclou abrupt wisselen tussen toonhoogte,
timbre en “ruwheid” van de toon. Dit kan tot allerhande verwarringen aanleiding ge-
ven. Om deze reden werd de voorkeur gegeven aan een three-interval-forced-choice
(IFC) procedure in plaats van de vaak toegepaste IFC-procedure. In een procedure
met slechts twee tonen moet de proefpersoon herkennen welke van de twee tonen
de hoogste frequentie heeft, waarbij het frequentieverschil niet altijd samenhangt met
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een verschil in toonhoogte. In een procedure met drie tonen hoeft de proefpersoon
alleen maar de afwijkende toon aan te wijzen, waarbij het dus niet nodig is de tonen te
herkennen.
B. De experimenten
Ter ondersteuning van de keuze van de IFC-methode werd als inleidend experiment
voor een simpele stimulus (namelijk de zuivere toon) een vergelijking gemaakt van
resultaten met een zevental meetmethoden, waarbij het aantal toonintervallen en de
adaptieve regels gevarieerd werden. Dit inleidende experiment wordt beschreven in
hoofdstuk . Met behulp van detectietheorie blijken de resultaten voor de verschillende
meetmethoden bij goede benadering terug te rekenen tot dezelfde d0 (“d-prime”: de
onderliggende gevoeligheid; d0 =  is een veel gebruikte drempelwaarde). Alleen voor
de ja-nee methode, met slechts e´e´n tooninterval, vonden we een hogere drempel. Deze
methode blijkt minder geschikt te zijn voor frequentiediscriminatie metingen. De door
ons gekozen combinatie van IFC–procedure en adaptieve regels blijkt goed geschikt
om op efficie¨nte wijze jnd’s te bepalen en de onderliggende d0 te schatten.
Er zijn vier experimenten uitgevoerd waarin het discriminatievermogen voor
formantfrequentie bepaaldwerd voor groepen van steeds complexere stimuli. In hoofd-
stuk  wordt een beschrijving van het eerste experiment gegeven. De stimuli gebruikt
bij dit experiment hadden een hoekige spectrale omhullendemet slechts e´e´nmaximum
(formant), met een frequentie in het gebied van de tweede formant uit spraak. Bij deze
groep stimuli werd gebruik gemaakt van twee verschillende bandbreedtes, drie steilhe-
den van de spectrale flank, en van een aantal verschillende posities van de piek in de
spectrale omhullende ten opzichte van de harmonischen. Met name de verschillende
waarden van deze laatste grootheid leverden grote variaties in de meetresultaten op.
Het eerste experiment bevestigde onze hypothese dat een beschrijving volgens
het plaatsmodel niet adequaat is. In dit (oorspronkelijke) plaatsmodel wordt de jnd
bepaald door de grootste verandering op e´e´n bepaalde plek in de excitatie (het hypothe-
tische interne spectrum). Uit de resultaten van het eerste experiment blijkt dat eerder
veranderingen in spectrale vorm over een zekere afstand langs de excitatie-as (maar
zeker niet de hele excitatie-as) van belang zijn. Dit is een vorm van (spectrale) profiela-
nalyse, uitgevoerd door het gehoor. Deze profielanalyse hebben we geı¨mplementeerd
in het plaats model; we duiden dit in het navolgende aan als het “aangepaste plaatsmo-
del”. Dit aangepaste plaatsmodel geeft een goede beschrijving van de resultaten voor
het grootste gedeelte van de stimuli.
De stimuliwaarvoordit aangepaste plaatsmodel niet voldoetwordengekenmerkt
door een kleine bandbreedte. Voor het grootste gedeelte van deze stimuli is een alter-
natieve verklaring gevonden met behulp van een temporeel model. In dit model vindt
discriminatie plaats op basis van kleine verschillen in de amplitude–modulatiediepte
van de tonen. Tot slot vonden we zeer kleine jnd’s voor een speciale groep (smal-
bandige) stimuli, die als kenmerk hebben dat de twee grootste stimuluscomponenten
ongeveer van gelijk niveau zijn. De resultaten van het eerste experiment geven geen
uitsluitsel welke van de twee modellen (spectraal of temporeel) de voorkeur verdient
ter verklaring van de meetresultaten voor deze laatste groep stimuli.
In hoofdstuk  worden beschrijvingen gegeven van het tweede en het derde
experiment. In het tweede experiment zijn de resultaten voor twee frequentiegebieden
met elkaar vergeleken, namelijk het gebied van de eerste en dat van de tweede formant.
Tevens is er gewerkt met twee verschillende grondfrequenties, namelijk de mannelijke
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(  Hz) en de vrouwelijke (  Hz), en met twee verschillende faserelaties tussen
de harmonischen van de stimuli.
In het gebied van de eerste formant zijn de stimuli goed opgelost door het
frequentiescheidend vermogen van de cochlea. Aangezien afzonderlijke, goed opge-
loste componenten nagenoeg geen amplitude–modulatiediepte vertonen, kan op basis
van deze informatie niet goed worden gediscrimineerd. Dit pleit voor het aangepaste
plaatsmodel. Deze conclusie wordt bevestigd doordat blijkt dat de door ons toegepaste
variaties in faserelatie geen effect hebben op het discriminatie vermogen.
De faserelaties van de stimuli blijken alleen van invloed als de componenten
van de stimuli niet goed zijn opgelost door het frequentiescheidend vermogen van de
cochlea: in deze situatie zien we fase–effecten in de resultaten en schiet het aangepaste
plaatsmodel te kort. Temporele modellen die gebruik maken van veranderingen in de
omhullende van de golfvormen van de stimuli (de temporele omhullende) zijn hier
veelal succesvoller. Voor de meeste stimuli in het gebied van de tweede formant zijn de
jnd’s weer te verklaren met behulp van veranderingen in de modulatiediepte. Voor de
speciale groep, met als kenmerk dat de twee grootste stimuluscomponenten ongeveer
van gelijk niveau zijn, is een correlatie gevonden tussen de jnd’s en de scherpte van de
minima in de temporele omhullende.
Naast harmonische stimuli is in dit experiment gewerktmet stochastische stimuli
(vergelijkbaar met formanten uit fluisterspraak). De resultaten die zijn gevonden voor
dergelijke stimuli komen redelijk, maar niet perfect, overeenmet de voorspellingen van
het aangepaste plaatsmodel. Voor de stochastische stimuli met zeer kleine bandbreedte
zijn de verwachtingen van het model groter dan de gevonden jnd’s, welke de zuivere
toon jnd van boven benaderen. Dit lijkt verbonden met het feit dat voor afnemende
bandbreedte deze stimuli steeds sterker lijken op zuivere tonen met een onregelmatig
fluctuerende sterkte.
In het derde experiment is gewerkt met een meer natuurlijke vorm van de spec-
trale omhullende: deze vorm was vloeiender en uitgebreider in het frequentiedomein.
Het merendeel van de resultaten voor deze stimuli sluit goed aan bij het aangepaste
plaatsmodel. In het gebied van de tweede formant was er ook bij deze stimuli weer
een zelfde speciale groep, met als kenmerk dat de twee grootste stimuluscomponenten
ongeveer van gelijk niveau zijn, die zeer kleine jnd’s opleverden. Wanneer we, in het
temporele model, deze stimuli bandbegrenzen met een auditief filter (in het plaatsmo-
del is dit automatisch het geval), sluiten deze resultaten weer goed aan bij het model
op basis van de scherpte van deminima in de temporele omhullende, dat is geı¨ntrodu-
ceerd bij het tweede experiment. Dit betekend dat voor stimuli met een natuurlijker,
vloeiende spectrale omhullende het model op basis van amplitude–modulatiediepte
niet adequaat is. Voor het beschrijven van deze jnd’s kunnen we volstaan met het aan-
gepaste plaatsmodel en het temporele model op basis van de scherpte van de minima
in de temporele omhullende.
Het vierde en laatste experiment wordt beschreven in hoofdstuk . In dit expe-
riment is de vorm van de spectra een stap ingewikkelder gemaakt, uitgaande van de
spectrale omhullende uit het derde experiment. De spectra van de stimuli bevatten
zowel een eerste als een tweede formant. Dergelijke stimuli beginnen al redelijk op na-
tuurlijke klinkers te lijken. Tijdens de experimenten werden of e´e´n van de twee, of beide
formanten gevarieerd. Er zijn twee alternatieve faserelaties gebruikt: e´e´n vergelijkbaar
met die van een natuurlijke klinker, en e´e´n willekeurige, vergelijkbaar met die van een
klinker zoals die in een normale kamerakoestiek wordt waargenomen.
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Bij de experimenten met e´e´n vaste en e´e´n verschuivende formant verandert de
gevoeligheid voor verschuivingen van de eerste formant niet veel ten opzichte van de
bevindingen uit het derde experiment (waarin de stimuli e´e´n formant bevatten). Dit
geldt zowel voor de harmonische als voor de stochastische stimuli. De gevoeligheid
voor verschuivingen van de tweede formant neemt echter duidelijk af. Ook dit geldt
voor zowel de harmonische (beide fase relaties) als voor de stochastische stimuli. De
resultaten voor de stimuli met twee formanten sluiten veel beter aan bij de verwach-
tingen van het aangepaste plaatsmodel dan de resultaten van het derde experiment.
We vinden voor de tweede formant dus een verstoring van de jnd’s door het toevoegen
van een stationaire eerste formant, en dan met name in die gevallen waar we in het
vorige experiment temporele discriminatiemechanismen hadden verondersteld. Het
wel of niet optreden van de verstoring van de temporele discriminatiemechanismen
blijkt in hoge mate onafhankelijk te zijn van de niveauverschillen van beide formanten,
hetgeen suggereert dat het hier niet gaat om een perifeer (in het binnenoor), maar om
een centraal effect (in de hersenen).
In de experimenten, met een gelijktijdige verschuiving van de eerste en de tweede
formant, waarbij de verschuiving van de eerste formant twee keer zo groot is als die
van de tweede formant (als percentage van de formantfrequentie uitgedrukt), worden
de resultaten nagenoeg geheel bepaald door de verschuivingen in die eerste formant.
Deze resultaten zijn nagenoeg gelijk aan die voor de verschuiving van alleen de eerste
formant en aan die van experiment drie. In de experimenten waar de relatieve ver-
schuiving van de eerste formant gelijk is aan die van de tweede formant vinden we
dat de discriminatie voornamelijk wordt bepaald door de verschuivingen in de tweede
formant, maar tevens vinden we een duidelijke invloed van de verschuivingen van de
eerste formant. Hier is dus sprake van het combineren van de verschuivingsinformatie
van beide formanten, om tot een lagere drempel te komen. Door een sommatieregel
voor de verschuivingsinformatie van beide formanten te implementeren in het aange-
paste plaatsmodel, kondenwe een goede overeenkomst tussen jnd’s enmodelresultaten
bereiken. Uitgaande van dezelfde sommatieregel was het eveneens goedmogelijk voor-
spellingen voor de jnd’s voor gelijktijdige verschuivingen te berekenen uit de jnd’s voor
afzonderlijke verschuivingen.
C. Tot slot
Voor de stimuli met e´e´n piek in het spectrum vielen de resultaten uiteen in twee
groepen. Voor een speciale groep stimuli, met twee ongeveer even grote centrale com-
ponenten, vonden we steeds zeer lage drempels. Voor deze stimuli hebben we een
verklaring aangevoerd op basis van veranderingen in de scherpte van de minima in de
temporele omhullende. Voor de overige stimuli met e´e´n formant hebben we verklarin-
gen aangevoerd in de zin van het aangepaste plaatsmodel, of van veranderingen in de
modulatiediepte. Deze splitsing is ook terug te vinden in de resultaten uit de literatuur.
De grote meerderheid van de jnd’s uit de literatuur bevindt zich (net als de meerder-
heid van onze resultaten) rond de .% tot %. (De grote jnd’s die zijn gerapporteerd
door Mermelstein zijn vermoedelijk veroorzaakt door zijn meetmethode; deze levert
namelijk veel grotere drempels op dan worden verkregen met de overige gebruikte
methodes.) De zeer kleine waarden van Horst et al. onderscheiden zich duidelijk van
de grote midden groep. Dit afwijkende gedrag is zeer waarschijnlijk verbonden aan het
feit dat alleen in deze studie de grondfrequentie proportioneel werd gevarieerd met de
formantfrequentie. Dit levert weer een “speciale” conditie op die (middels temporele
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discriminatiemechanismen) aanleiding geeft tot zeer kleine jnd’s.
De resultaten die we hebben gevonden voor onze klinkers met twee formanten
sluiten goed aan bij recente resultaten uit de literatuur voor complete klinkers. In
een aantal van deze onderzoeken is gewerkt met een verschuiving in de grondtoon
tijdens de presentatie van de stimulus. Zulke verschuivingen waren niet gecorreleerd
aan de verschuiving van de formanten. De resultaten van deze studies onderscheiden
zich niet noemenswaardig van die van de overige studies uit de literatuur. Voor een
aantal van onze stimuli, waarin de centrale frequentie erg ongunstig lag ten opzichte
van de harmonischen, hebben we erg grote jnd’s gevonden. Voor een andere groep
vondenwe juist erg kleine jnd’s; bij deze stimuli was de ligging van de spectrale piek ten
opzichte vande harmonischen juist erg gunstig.Door een verschuiving in de grondtoon
toe te passen schuiven de harmonischen, als het ware, door de spectrale omhullende.
Hierdoor zullen erg gunstige en ongunstige verhoudingen tussen centrale frequentie en
de ligging vande harmonischen geen stand houden.We verwachtendan een verkleining
van de verschillen tussen de jnd’s voor verschillende centrale frequenties. Het zou
zeer interessant zijn om de discriminatie van formantfrequentie te meten met onze
stimuli, uitgevoerd met een dergelijke verschuiving in de grondtoon. Op die manier
zou uitgezocht kunnen worden wat de invloed van een dergelijke verschuiving is in
termen van het aangepaste plaatsmodel.
Tussen de perceptie van eenvoudige stimuli en die van complexe spraaksignalen
bevindt zich een hiaat in onze kennis. In deze studie hebben we geprobeerd een brug te
slaan over dit hiaat door ons onderzoek naar frequentiediscriminatie te beginnen met
relatief eenvoudige, gestileerde stimuli en stap voor stap toe te werken naar redelijk
natuurlijke klinkersmet twee formanten. Langs dit traject zijn voor het beschrijven van
de meetresultaten een aantal modellen de revue gepasseerd. Met name voor de relatief
eenvoudige stimuli met e´e´n piek in het spectrum hadden we uiteenlopende modellen
nodig omonzemeetresultaten te beschrijven. Voor demeerderheid van de stimuli von-
den we een verklaring in termen van het aangepaste plaatsmodel, voor smalbandige
stimuli vonden we vaak een beschrijving met behulp van temporele modellen. Naar-
mate onze stimuli meer op natuurlijke klinkers gingen lijken verdwenen de temporele
modellen van het toneel en bleven alleen spectrale modellen over. Dit suggereert dat
voor het onderscheiden van kleine veranderingen in natuurlijke klinkers voornamelijk
gebruik wordt gemaakt van spectrale processen, waarvan de werking nauw verwant is
aan die van het aangepaste plaatsmodel.
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